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CHAPTER X
INTRODUCTION
The Urban League la a social service organisation for
the improvement of living and working conditions of Negroes*
It is also interested in inoreasing cooperative and under*
standing relationships between white and colored cltIsons*
Specifically, its program is one of research and community
organisation in the fields of {1} employment, industrial
relations and vocational guidance, (9) housing, (5) health,

(4) recreation,

(5 )

race relations*

The local affiliates of the National Urban League
carry out the basic program and objectives of the National
Urban League, but adapt their methods and specific ae«*
tlvlties to the particular needs of the local community*
The local Urban League is an autonomous agency having its
own administration and local finance*

This autonomy has

been retained so that local program emphasis can be geared
to local needs*

however, it is equally iaportant that a

dose relationship and a high degree of cooperation be
maintained with the National Office*
The National Urban League and the local Urban Leagues
are governed by interracial boards*

Sometimes there are

other committees, but they are usually interracial*

Many

Leagues, for exaaple, have a committee on industrial rela*
tlons*

Each local office is staffed by a trained secretary

who is the responsible head of the work*

Other staff members

are social workers and offlea workers*

The number la deter*

mined by the financial resources of the local Leagues*
Forty*eight of the sixty local Urban Leagues are members of
the Community Chest*

Host of these receive the greater part

and often ail of their financial resources from this source*
The majority of Urban Leagues have Incomes from individual
contributions| some receive membership dues*

Per much of

their work, the local Leagues solicit voluntary services*
These are usually teachers, doctors, and other publlc~splrited
cl tisane In the Uegre community* &

The National Urban league

also renders a consultation program for communities not having
an Urban League branch of the Community Chests and Councils,
interested cltlsen groups and others*

The Urban League la

frequently called upon for consultation or community planning
in the field of race relations*

Civic groups usually inter*

ested in these services are Community Chests and Councils and
other groups*

Traditionally, the Urban League la a promoting

and coordinating agency rather than a direct service agency*
The majority of urban communities provide in some degree
services and facilities for family and child welfare % voea*
tlonal training and placement! and, to a more limited extent,
housing programs*

The Urban League also promotes the ex*

tension of existing services and facilities to serve the entire
community*

1* Cf* Hollingsworth Hood, Eugene Xlnekle Jones, and
Lester B* Granger, Memorandum* national Urban League, 1946.
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THE PROBLEM
Bat sssSisi*

*** seaerei*

*»*«

purpose of this study Id to analyse toe eajor service#
offered by toe Urban League In tir«» of toe objectives of
til# organisation*

Xn order to fulfill this purpose, toe

Louisville imd toe M h « Urban Leagues are considered to
s a m detail*

these two local organisation® of too Motion®!

Urban League represent too different type® of oofitamiitlea,
too eoaNonlty of Qmtihm hawing northern etmraeteytsties and
Louisville being southern to ®o for «• ran# relation® aro
eoncorned*

toy conclusions from tola study will bo H a d tad

by too foot toot only two local off11 lata® of tho Motional
Urban League ora included to tola ®nolyala»

there 1® mi way

of knowing at tola point how representative the data m y he*
the Urban League over a period of year® baa found It
necessary to expand it® service® southward*

Hit® led to toe

organisation of the Southern Field Division seas thirty-one
year® ago*

tola division earrlea out toe purpose® of toe

national Urban League*

It also concentratea on eatabllahtog

a network of loeal Leagues and servicing eomnfxlties In toe
Southern States*

fe support tola division a South-wide

advisory Committee was forsasd, ceaposed of fourteen dis
tinguished Southerners of both races*

They are under the

leadership of a Megro bualxieaanaii In Jacksonville, Florida*
toe Louisville Urban League 1® a neeher agency of tola
Southern Division*

4
&i addition* felle present investigation of this pmr»
felculsr social agency la undertaken to portray the origin*
development* and program of fete Urban League.
laroorfeanoe o£ t&e study. Ibis study tea some practical
beca^sg
.algnlfloanee -■• ifc eontaliis a body of facta* methods* and "
contribution# which fete W b m League tea made to social
selenee in eeelefeing negroes in making adjusfeiaanta to urban
life,

the general Information oonfeained will serve social

worker# in fetelr field of activities aa valuable arguments
In behalf of improved race relatione ate better living eon*
dlfelone for negroes.

It la not fete major concern of this

study to analyse fete programs of sixty affiliated Urban League#
or fete movement ae such, but to oospore programs of major
aofeivlfelea of two typical Urban League#.
The Urban League la frequently classified aa a aoolal
service agency with great influence in enlarging fete oppor
tunities of legroee*

ft la felt that such a study will be

of value to fete Urban League in enabling it to analyse and
to compare it# program with the local Urban Leagues studied#
This study will also enable Urban Leagues to plan future
programs on a sounder teals of recorded fact,

it is also

felt that this study la an example of American team work
exemplified by a group of interested elfelaeits cooperating in
an interracial organisation to promote understanding ate
equal economic opportunity for legro citisens.
The Urban League promotes ate coordinates ratter than
give direct service in approaching fete problems of fete Negro

5
community*

This Is difficult for th® average layman, es

pecially « M t « f to appreciate#

Th® major problems confronting

th® H®gro «r® inadequate income, housing, recreation, and
other social and economic disadvantages and racial friction.
Thee# disadvantages mean that gain® In th® community must be
haaad upon under®tending and acceptance•

It also means that

there must be an adequate interpretation of the League In
relation to how It deals with community problems to accomplish
particular goals*
Methods,

In terms of the main objective of the present

study and the limitations of Omaha and Louisville, the task
becomes one of comparative analysis*

In other words, a

comparison of the Omaha and Louisville Urban Leagues should
provide a clue as to the general effectiveness of the or
ganisation*

In conducting this comparison several techniques

are employed, such as statistical analysis, documentary
comparison, and even some Interviews*

The interviews, however,

were limited In number, and designed to provide insight rather
than draw conclusions#
Sources of Data*

To secure adequate material for

this study, it was necessary to examine the records of the
Omaha, the Louisville, and the national Urban Leagues*

These

included studies from the National and Local Urban League,
governmental documents, newspaper clippings, periodicals,
memorandums, and speeches from the National Urban League*
Among other sources were the monthly reports from the Executive,
Industrial, and Community Organisation secretaries of the

6
Louisville and Omaha Urban Leagues*

It was deemed necessary

to review these studies of the past in order to understand
th© present program and objectives*

cMftm n
m m w historical sketch of m m m m n x*mmm
The human pace had It# origin sotaewhare In Eurasia
about a million year® ago#

Tribal conflicts and the search

for food reunited in tha dispersion of tho early people# over
wide areas*

One group migrated to Australia about one hun

dred thousand year# ago an^ because of its long period of
Isolation, seems to have formed a distinct branch of the
human family, the Australoid,

Another group migrated to

Western Europe, and the descendants of these people are known
aa Caucasoids*

Still others went to Africa, forming the

basis of the Negroid group*

W m m the eoeielogical point of

vise one is concerned not so mush with the physical charac
teristics of races as with the way in which people think,
feel, and sot about real or assumed physical differences#
Almost everywhere at one ties or another people have been
on the move, so that rase mixture has gone on for thousands
of years*

It is not surpriaing, therefore, that even an

expert cannot sort the peoples of the world into neat,
well-defined "races#n

He can only describe racial types

and indicate the nature of the bso&d divisions to which most
of the members of the human family can be assigned#®

2m Ira C# Brown, "lace Defined Anthropologically and
Sociologically,” Human Eights and Human gelations (A report
of Discussions of the sixth annual institute of Ease fteiations)
Flak uni'varsity, Nashville Tennessee, p* 14 .

8
Haan Negroes were brought to this country as claves,
they were concentrated in the couth as there was very little
use for claves In the north*

the end of the Civil war brought

emancipation to the Negro which led to the removal of legal
restrictions on hie ability*

Owning little land, many chose

to migrate to the northern areas*
The Great Migration, starting in 1890 and continuing
in waves from then on, has brought changes in the distribution
of Negroes in the United States.

The proportion of all Negroes

living in the north and west rose to S3.8 per cent in 1940,
which signifies a total net migration between 1910 and 1940
of about 1,700,000 from the south.
In 1940, 90.1 per cent of all Negroes in northern
states and western states outside of Missouri lived in urban
areas.

New York city alone claimed 16.9 per cent of all

Negroes living in the north and west.

If the Negroes of

Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh
are added to those of law York, the proportion rises to 47.8
per cent.3

The Urban League came into being to assist the

unadjusted groups of Negroes migrating to northern and west*
era urban areas, but It has spread to southern and western
coast cities which have similar needs*
SSL

m m

iiSSSSa <Inception).

Th, Urban

League has been, since Its beginning, the only social agency

3* Paul 1. Baker, Negro*White Adjustment, p. 81

§
set up primarily to help ifegroes*

the Imfiat helps fegnoea

who have Migrated from th* rural south to th* urban north to
task© adjustmenta.

In 1000, tllilais H* Baldwin, Jr., pyesi**

dent of th* Long Island Bailroed and president of the
Education Board, formed an organisation.

It was called wfh®

OoMmltte© for Throwing th* Industrial Condition* of Negroes
in lew York City*

Hi th© m m year E i « France® feller formed

"Th® League for th© Protection of Colored Mown*"

fh© purpose

of th© latter group waa to assist colored girls and women in
©eeurlng work and lodging© in the eity of Mew YoFk.

Hi 1910,

Hr©* KlXXlsm H* Baldwin, Jr. ©ailed a meeting In law York City
of all social

agencies interested in th© Ifegro.

She forced

an organisation called "Yh* Comwltt©© on Urban Conditions
among legroea
In the

in the City of law York* ''
interest of eeonoay* these groups were merged

in 1911 to form the

national Urban League* : All of these

organisations had arisen to deal with the acute problem
affecting the ffegro population in lew York**

the philati**

throplate, social workers, and professionals who wad* up
the nucleus of the new workers, and professionals who wade
up the nucleus of the new organisation had a practical creed.
They held that the Negro needed not alas, but opportunity***
opportunity to work for which he was best fitted, with equal

4* national Urban League, *Bqusl Economic Opportunity*
40th Analireraary Year Book. 1950, p. 17.

10
pay for equal work* and equal opportunity for advancement.^
The lot# professor* Edwin R* 1* Sellgamn became the firet
president of the organisation*
During the first year the basis program woo worked
out under the direction of George Haynes*

The program included

the idea of selecting and training negro College young people
for social work In the urban ©enters*

It also included or*

genielitg movements through the introduction of these workers
In the north and south* and the development of research and
publicity as a basis for remedial action*
Hew York was the first city organised*

The training

of workers was begun at Fisk University* Hashvllle* Tennessee*
George Haynes accepted the chair of social science on a part
tine arrangement so that he could give directions to the whole
movement*
Hear the end of the year* through a mutual friend*
Eugene Kinokle Jones of Louisville* Kentucky* was invited to
Join the work in Hew York*

luring the succeeding seven years

they worked together in applying cooperative principles and
methods to the growing urban problems which Increased with the
World War migration and its aftermath*
In founding the national Urban league* the leaders had
little suspected that within five or sis years their organise*
tlon would become the most Important agency in the country in
dealing with the mass migration of Wegroee to northern cities*

6* Maurice H* Moss* "Looking Back Over the Year* *
Opportunity. Fall* 1945* p. 180

u
From 1919 on, Urban haagtice sprang up In the industrial centers
of the north to handle the problems of Hegro migrants.

During

World war 1 they helped to screen the raw recruits to northern
Industry, assisted them in finding, homes, and made available
to then the resources of the social savvies agencies.

Sfcreover,

the Urban Leagues served aa elearing houses of info resetion on
the migrants and became the eentera of interracial efforts to
aaalat the migrants In various ways.

Oeorge E* Haynes, who

played an important role in the development of the 1sttonal
Urban League, became epeelal assistant to Secretary of Labor,
Wilson from 1917-1918.
The Proaran of the Urban League,

the following

statements reflect some of the primary function# of the
Urban League
To c a n y on constructive and preventive work among
ttegreee for Improving their social and economic
conditions in urban centers to bring about co
ordination and cooperation between existing agencies.
To work in the Interest of iegroee.
To develop other social agencies where there is
a need.
To secure and to train Social Workers.
TO make studies in cities as may be required
for the setting up of local Leagues and ether
objectives.
The League is similar to other social agencies In
that It has recognised the inability of a group to effect
good social adjustment under the strain of certain environmental

6. national Urban League, *8© Important", 1948, p. 26.

18
factors*

This Is especially true of the Negro in the face of

traditional barriers that manifest themselves in ingrsixMi
prejudices* denial of scud opportunities and lank of adequate
housing* health* educational* and social benefits*
Negroes than aa now* but with probably more die*
astrous reaulta ware with difficulty unable to
find work for which they ware fitted* Labor
unlona discriminated against than* employers
eonaultad the attitude of their white employees
before taking on Negro worker® and m o m t l m e
justified their personal diainellnation baaed
on prejudice to give the part of their white
employees to work with Negro fcilow^workera*7
The Corporate eeal of the national urban League earriea
the phraae* "Not alma but Opportunity* * The baalo policy ia
re fleeted in a statement made by Mrs* Huth Stasidiah Baldwin*
Hre* Baldwin la reaponaible for the three organlsatlone earlier
mentioned merging together and later adopting the name of the
Urban League*

Urs* Baldwin’s statement!

Let ua not
people for
alone* but
the common

work aa colored people nor aa white
the narrow benefits of any group
together aa American cltlsexia for
good of our city, our ooann country*8

With this approach* the League at its beginning did
not need to know exactly where it was heading or what its
ultimate function would be*

It began with a problem**the

problem of Negro migrants* drawn to the city by economic and
social forces which they did not comprehend*

They experienced

frustration* discrimination* and the loneliness of a big city*

7* "Equal Economic Opportunity,"

og* cit., p* 17*

S* national Urban League* "Interracial Cooperation in
Action," 1948* p. 7*

13
The activities of local Urban League# touch such
problem# a# education, horn# and neighborhood, problem# of
youth, recreation, vocational guidance and training, welfare
work, housing, health, morals, and manner#*

To mitigate

delinquency among Negroes they offer to cooperate with law
enforcement agencies and to perform such tasks aa furnishing
supplementary parole supervision, safe guarding the interests
of girls appearing In court, and, in some cases, finding homes
for them*

Hone of the locsl Leagues can afford to become ac

tive in all these fields, but a primary task of all Leagues
Is to find Jobs, more Jobs, better Jobs for Negroes*
There are few informed persons in America, among either
whites or Negroes, who do not appreciate the social service
work done by the League*

In many communities, however, white

people often look upon the League as "dangerous,* "radical,"
and too "friendly to labor*"

Among the younger Negro in

tellectuals, on the contrary, the League is commonly accused
of being too "timid*"

The League has "made no serious effort

to d«fln« it* program in a fundamental way," it 1* *ald.®
Because of its dependence upon white philanthropy, it advocates
"a policy of racial expediency and conciliation, which Is
characterised by extreme opportunism*

9* Ralph Bunohe and Paul B* Baker, Negro-Hilts
(1954), pp.21 ff.
10* thinner kydal, An American Dilemma* V©1* 2, pp. 263-266.

314
Against these charges the League reports that "it ie
a social service organisation attempting to perform a helpful
task In a ll«ltad field."11
• . * The League could not he considered aa a
Negro movement* hut an organisation of American
citisena who are convinced that important de
velopments in our democratic Institutions include
that of according to the large Negro minority in
America their economic right « » e The League ie
truly an interracial movement and cooperatively
interracial at that* It would he expected, there
fore, that the League should advocate conciliation
in its highest sense* Any movement of this char
acter which advocatea understanding through con
ference and discussion must necessarily refrain
from advocating m s s action of one race calculated
to force the other group to make concessions
Some iegro leaders see a need for a Hsgro movement
with a broader and sore radical economic program and they
spend their fire in criticising the Urban League which has
been able to solleit so mueh help from whites to soothe so
much suffering among Kegro people*

They should* instead*

appreaelate what Is obvious to any Impartial observer*
namely* that this organisation* even though its tasks have
been lowly, has been able to maintain a fighting spirit*
"It has been* and is now more than ever* pressing and fight
ing* intervening and proposing* educating and propagating
for ideas and measures for equal opportunities*

The Urban

11* Letter from Eugene Klnekle Jones (August 8 * 1940)
12* Memorandom by Eugene Klnekle Jones (June 17* 1941)

heegm

in headed in the right direction, hut critic* hell***

ttey are not dree tie enough In their opinion*•
S & ggtfl of th# 2S£S

Concerning till# effect or th#

war on th# activity of th© Urban League, Lester B* Granger
inferos that It tea been to intensify and emphasise #oa© of
it# activities rotter than to ©tenge it# progr&ttg for instance,
In tte eaqpleyasnt field, attention tee been put on war jote
for iegroe# on tte esat^skllled and skilled levels.

tapXeyer#

ter# teen approached with a now arguaiwst— «ttet of tte need for
all-out 100^ us# of ©vary available labor r##our#«*

As tte

public eaployaent service teeas* #ore and acre Important In
filling job orders, sere attention was given to the Urban
League in correcting unsound practice# ate Inadequate policies
of state esployssiit resources*

fhle concern was Increased

when first tte President fedexelised all state espioynsiftt
services and iserged than into tte United States Mmploysmnt
Service,

the war manpower oommiaaion, using V# S* 1* S#

facilities, was given authority In registering, classifying,
assigning, ate possibly drafting later for war uses*

In this

aitu&fclon, tte professional placement experience of the Urban
League has proven to be invaluable as to aid In educating ate
otherwise influencing public eapleyassit officials#
’’The League has given a good deal of attention to war
housing of Negroes in such key cities as Buffalo, Detroit,
Saltier#, Kansas City, tew Orleans, ate Atlanta*

Work with.

id
local housing authorities has been accompanied by work with
the national lousing Agency to insure a fair proportion of war
hourlng for negro workers*

Local 0rban Leagues hare been

active in the Civilian Defense Programs, recruiting and helping
to train volunteer workers, assisting in the sale of defense
and war bonds, disseminating Information for consumers, and
carrying on similar activities

14* Lester Granger

(Letter of August 7, 1942).

CHAPTER III
THENEGRO IN OMAHA AND LOUISVILLE
Th#

exact time when the first Negro set foot on the

land that comprises the state of Nebraska is not known*
Legend has it that an exploring expedition headed by a monk,
Fray Marcos, touched the south-eastern part of the state in
1539.

A Negro servant is supposed to have been a member of

the party*

Thissame Negro is thought to have been with

Coronado Vsexpedition

when he supposedly penetrated the

southern part of Nebraska in 1541*

The records of this ex

pedition Indicate that one or more Negroes were numbered
among its members*

Whether or not the Negro servant with

Fray Marcos and a Negro with Coronado were the same individ
ual is purely conjectural*

In any event, if it be taken for

granted that one or both of these expeditions crossed the
present southern boundary of the state, then it is entirely
possible that Negroes entered Nebraska as early as 1539 or
1541. 16
The oldest man in the state in 1894 was a full-blooded
Negro, Baptiste, who lived on th© Omaha reservation.
then 112 years of age.

He was

He was captured many years before

by the Indians near Bellevue, and was said to be the first
Negro ever to cross the Missouri River Into Nebraska.

15.
raska* p. 8.

Nebraska Writers Project, The Negroes of Neb

1$
In 1840 Tom Broun, tte slave of ft dlssourlan, accompanied
his waster to Sebraska on « buffalo hunt*

lie claimed to have

visited tte ftltft of what la now Omaha where dwell!ngs were
Indian butt*

ie loft and earns book to Ornate in 1007 and re

mained there until hla death at tte ago of ninety-five*^
tte first formal Hegro Chureh in fsbrsska was tte
St. John African iistiisdlst Episcopal, organised in Omaha In
1876.

Xtft firat minister, Bev* t. t# Otbomi, was tte first

Hftgro mini*tor to m m

to tebraska.

In 1874, » second

church, tte African Baptist, with Saw* garstell, pastor,
appeared in Omaha.

In 1879 an Episcopal Church, St. Phillip

tte Beacon, was founded.

Its first raotor was Paw. Oraana.

Tte first STagro Chureh service, and many of than swan
today, wars conducted in inadequate churches, buildings usad
commercially during tte week and as a plaaa of worship an
Sunday.

This was all that many congregations could afford.

Sows of tte loading Wegro Churches of Hsbraska today ooeupy
comparatively satisfactory buildings*

A mister of thasa

buildings ara owned by ths churches, though usually they are
mortgaged.

St* John1a A. M. 1. church tegan a building

program in 1900 and completed tte program in 1947*
With tte growing misters of tte negroes in Omaha, there
has developed a growth In racial consoloneness*

This expression

tea found Its outlet not only in tte establishment of Negro
business enterprises and tte Insistence that they be patron*

16. Ibid.* p. 7.

19
ised by Negroes in Omaha aa a means of preservation, bat in
the field of politico*

Negroes have boon sleeted to repre-

eont their districts in tho legislature*

Dr* il# 0. Nteket#

woo the first Negro to bo elected to the lower houoo of
represent*tlvoa• Bo woo olootod in 189t, end again in 1396*
In 1927, two Negroes wore elected to the lower house and In
1929, one wee elected*
by many white voters#

In each effort they were supported
The establishment of a Commercial Club

for Negroes, with the aid of whites was the first concrete
effort put forth to deal in an interracial way with some of
the social and economic complexities in the community*
The establishment of the North Side Y* W, C* A* in
1920, the Cultural Center in 1926, and the Omaha Urban League
in 1928, marked the beginning of constructive interracial
efforts in creating better race relations in the city*

The

Y. W# c* A*, Cultural Center and the Urban League have
sponsored interracial meetings, presenting outstanding
Negroes as speakers*
With the event of World War I, Negroes experienced
a mobility never before realised! migration again began to
Increase*

This was further enhanced by Omaha*s becoming

quite a railroad eenter and terminal of the upper mld«west#
Negroes who worked on the railroads began to settle in
Omaha end began to encourage others to come*
This new migration trend met with a different reception*
There were fears of racial friction similar to that happening

m
ia other parts of the country*

There wee by now definite

opposition to ftegro migration, but the dye wee oeet end
17
migration continued*
By 1016 the Hegro migrant to Omaha faced eartain
definite problems*

There m e opposition to hie arrival.

This opposition was not unique to the white oltlsene who saw
in him a threat to their Jobs and a source of racial conflict,
but many of the negroes saw In him a threat to their own
security*
Fortunately, however, there were a few ffegro leaders
and sympathetic white cltisens who saw the migrant as he
was«”»a cltlsen who, much like themselves, had torn himself
from suppression and with hopes and dreams had sought what
he thought was a free world*

The citisens knew within

themselves that the migrant had every right to do this and
they sincerely wanted to help*
ment would not be easy*
to find*

They also knew this adjust*

Jobe for Regress were difficult

Omaha had become a railroad center*

The large

meat packing companies such as armour and Swiftji had come
in*

These industries in other cities, recognising the in*

ability of the Kegro to get into unions, capitalised on this
discriminatory policy by using them as a means of cheap labor
and as strike breakers*

This has been the story in Chicago,

Pittsburgh, Mew York and other large cities*

17* James R. Kerns* Industrial and Business Life of
Negro.. £n Qaahe. O n l w . U y if W B S / T f c S ; pV'T.’ -----18* 3*PC* olt.
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Inceptlon of the Qm h a Urban League.

By 1928 several

factors In the present situation caused tha Heg.ro leaders to
seek other methods by which the advancement of Begroes in
Omaha could he iaq)roved.

Previously there was an organise-

tlon called the Community House, that took on all of the
work that the proposed Urban League was to do*

However,

there were certain limitations as far as the Community House
was concerned, so membership in the national Urban League
was sought.
The first problem, of course, was a building in which
to operate.

This problem was solved when the Telephone

Company gave to the Hegro cltlsena a building for one dollar
a year.

This building served the purpose quite well and became

the home of the first Urban League In Omaha.

It was equipped

with a gymnasium, recreation room, auditorium, two club rooms,
two offices, and space enough for a kitchen.
Negroes inLouisville.

The city of Louisville was

first known as the "BeargrassSettlement," having been
named In honor of

Louis VI ofFrance In recognition of ser

vices rendered bythe French during the war of independence.
It is said that the first white man ever to see the present
site of Louisville was ffobert Cavelier, a member of the
party of the French explorer, Sieur de la. Salle, who with
his voyagers descended the Ohio In 1691, seeking a route to
the Pacific and on to China and the Indies•
Louisville la situated on the northern border of
Kentucky, at the falls of the Ohio, ninety miles southeast

if
of the center of population of the United States*

It le the

largest city In Kentucky and twenty^flfth In population In
the United States*

Louisville's industrial activity has

been confined for the most part to production of consumer
goods*

Prior to World War II, tobacco and liquor were the

most important Industries in terms of value of issnufeotured
products*

At present the leading industrial lines In order

of total employment are (1) metal products, (2) foods and
carbonated beverages, {3} chemicala. Including synthetic rubber,
{4} wood products, (5) tobacco products, (6) distilled
liquors, (7) textiles, including garments, (3) printing and
publishing, and (9) ceramics**®
The first introduction of Hegroes into what is now
known as Kentucky began in 1776 when the state was part of
Virginia*

The institution of slavery continued in the state

until the close of the Civil War*
When the first United States Census was taken (1790),
12,430 negroes were in Kentucky, of whom 114 were free colored*
By 1860 this number had increased to £26,483 slaves and 10,684
free Hegroee*

Louisville was the center of the most thriving

slave market in the state*

Though slavery flourished as an

institution in Kentucky, and many could see no wrong in it,
there was always from the beginning an element in the state
whioh recognised and spoke boldly of the wrongs of slavery*

G{%

19* Caron*s Louisville* Jefferson County. Kentucky City
Directory. W i.
20. £. Polk Johnaon. ft Hlator? of Kentucky and Kontueklana.
Vol. 1* 1912, p. 171 •
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Many prominent white eltlsens of Louisville were motive
In the anti-slavery movement and elded In the underground
railroad which assisted slaves to escape from Louisville to
near-by free states of Indiana and Ohio*
In October of 1845* Reverend Alexander if. Cowan* agent
of the Kentucky Colonisation Society* colls cted $5*000 whloh
was to aid In purchasing forty square miles in Liberia to be
called "Kentucky in Liberia."

The first freed slaves for

the proposed colony were sent from Louisville on January 7*
1846.21
On February 15* 1849* an enthusiastic emancipation
meeting was held In Louisville.

This was one of several

meetings held in the state for the election of delegates to
a convention to revise the constitution of the state and plan
for the gradual emancipation of the salves*88
The emancipation of the slaves was not only a burning
political question In Louisville, but one In which there were
many sharp issues of the lethedist Episcopal Church South,
this schism arose after the passage of a law forbidding the
buying and selling of men* women* and children with an In
tention of enslaving them.

The sentiments of Kentuckians

growing out of the slavery controversy were divided on the
question of secession from the union.

Many fathers and sons

Joined opposing armies in the great civil conflict#

ft# Ibid.. p. 176 *
as. ibid.. p. 177 .
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The last recorded sale of slaves at auetlon in Ken*
tueky took place near Louisville on December 3, 1803.^
Daring the war between the states, nmny free Negroes
in Louisville are recorded as having enlisted in the Union
Army.

On April 18, 1864, two regiments of Negroes were

enlisted and organised in Louisville to serve in northern
states*
The first Negro to be made a free man in Kentucky was
icrnk Eatill, a slave of colonel Estlll of Madison County, who
was rewarded with freedom because of his loyalty to his mas*
ter in the battle known as Eatillfs Defeat, 1782*
Almost immediately following emancipation the Negroes
In Louisville began to make their contributions to the business
and professional life of the community*

Early records Indicate

that many of the enslaves became leading artisans In the
community, and others went into small business ventures,

the

beginning of organised religious activities among Negroes in
Louisville through established churches preceded emancipation.
In establishing the early churches, mastery free
Negroes, and slaves participated.
In November of 1329 the First African Baptist Church
was organised (now Fifth Street Baptist Church)• According
to early records of the church, the membership consisted of
five free persons and thirteen slaves.

23# Ibid*, p. 379.
24. Ibid.* p. 175.
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A century

s later, in 1920, the Louisville Urban

League was organised.

Ifce organization of the Urban League

resulted after a group of local citizen* met*

$hey were

interested in the social and economic problems of the local
fiegro citizens,- end requested that a branch of the League
be established In the city of Louisville*

Ih cooperation

with the local citizens a group of Hegro women had interested
themselves in the program of the Big Brothers and Big Slaters,
organizations to provide guidance to Hegro youth who were
becoming involved in behavior problems in some of the blighted
areas of the city*

A group of men soon Joined the women in

their efforts, broadening their interests and activities to
Include other problems among the Hegro citizens*
Shortly afterward, a committee representing the interests
of various Begr© groups in the community sponsored a public
banquet for the purpose of raising funds and expanding the
program*

Or. O* H* Hall, one of the early supporters of the

national Urban League movement, was the guest speaker at this
banquet*

One thousand collars was raised by this effort.

This was the boost which enabled them to organise the Louis**
vllie Urban League*
the Louisville Urban League's first staff member was
Elmer S. Carter, a trained social worker who served as the
executive secretary for a period of three years.
In 1920, the Louisville Urban League became a member
agency of the community chest.

Hit program and objtoiiirta of tfc# f*cmiairtXi* Urban
Laagot art nlmllzv to that* of Hit XatioMl Organisation, with
spools! aphasia In tha « m i tf industrial Halation*# M *
ucetion and Booraatlon, lotlth and Bousing, Haasarch, Bao*
Halation* and Public Halation* and Cojassmity Organisation*
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The philosophy of the Urban League movement requires
that the Urban league work to asaiet colored persona in
becoming lire participante in all the various activities in
the community*

In accomplishing this aim the League must

get colored persona to make use of existing facilities and
services; and if these are closed to persona of color, it
la the League9* responsibility to work to open them*

Fall

ing in this, demonstration projects must be promoted to ©are
for the need*

Others should be encouraged to operate these

projects, but If this cannot be achieved, the League must
do so bu$ only until other established groups take over#®*
the Urban League9s importance and usefulness have
made deep impressions on the public mind#

Great masses of

non-whites have been helped and have looked to the League for
leadership#

Citizens have found the opportunity for expression

and have been encouraged to acquire knowledge by attending
schools*

Because of this, the great majority of fegro people

have become firm supporters of the League#

Industries and

labor unions have gained confidence in the Urban League and
have practiced a more liberal working relationship with ^heauT

25# Warren M* Banner, Director, Research and Community
Projects, HITL# {diet of Speech made at RDL Annual Conference,
Richmond, Virginia, Sept# 6, 1948} »
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One of the major test* of success for an Urban League
la Ita ability to adapt itaalf to local conditions and to
serve local needs*

The national offlo# in Maw York, in point

of original foundation* may fe« reckoned as having performed
miracles during tha years of ita early growth#
Farhapa tha no at comprehensive summary of tha purposes
and function® of thla wide-awake aoolal agency may ba found
in its own statement of Ita functions#
The urban League worka to Increase economic op
portunities for negroes and to obtain new jobs*
at higher skills, for Wagroaa in places where they
ware not hired before#
The Urban League la a social service organisation
for the improvement of living and working conditions
among legroes, and for increasing cooperation and
understanding relationships between white and Megro
eltisane#
The League seta as the Intermediary in the process
of American industrialisation# It la a process
which require® the transmutation of human resources
Into new usefulness for a better civilisation#
The new day demanda selective competition, prep
aration
new skills of intelligent screening of
possibilities* It is this service that the Urban
League performs#
The League serves as a consultant to management In
Commerce and industry, by giving advice on the
avoidance or disposal of problems arising In con
nection with the use of Hegroes in the work force,
and by understanding the employment and industrial
relations problems of management in an effort to
solve them*

86# Sational Urban League, W8ew Source of Skilled
Workers” 1960 .
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The general impest of the W b m n League on the coo*
muxtlty can be seen through the activities*

The program

activity of the Local Urban League i» wide In scope when
applied to tha vsrlgaUd needs of poverty»str1oken amtgre
communities*
It la apparent, however, that particularly In tha
south, tha League** work la carried on under tremendous
handicaps on account of indifference and a r m hostility from
m & t whit* people and half~heariedness on tha part of even
white aponaora and friends.
It la also apparent that* all over the country* tha
efficiency of the work is kept dean by Inadequate financial
resources*

the League touches such problems as education*

home and neighborhood, problem® of youth, recreation, wo*

7 eaiienel guidance and training, welfare work, housing,health,
morals;... and manners*^
the Leagues carry on day nurseries, sometimes with
baby clinics} child placement agencies} aik^ ooea^Mi^maliy,
schools for Megro mothers} neighborhood and other group
clubs} training school® for Janitors or domestics} parent*
teacher associations} study groups in trade unionism} health
weeks} and so on*

To mitigate delinquency among Megroea they

offer to cooperate with tha law-enforcement agencies and to
perform such tasks as furnishing supplementary parole super*
visors, safe guarding the interests of girls appearing in
court, and, in some eases, finding homes for them*

#7* %dai, gg* qlfc** p* 0SP
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The Urban League wages fights against commerclalIsed
prostitution In tha vicinity of Hegro hones, schools and
churches*

Much of this welfare work involve® considerable

•'case work#11 Though not desiring to dupliests the work of
other nancies* the Leagues, nevertheless, find themselves
Involved in Individual problems such as illness, old age,
delinquency, unemployment, mental disorders, legal entangle*

stent, drug addiction, illegitimacy and dependency*
W & m of the local Leagues can afford to become active
In all these fields, hut a primary task of all Leagues Is to
find Jobs, more lobs, and preventing loss of Jobs already
held by iegroee*

they have to

Into contact with employers

and trade union officers and try to "sell*1 legro labor**laapres*
sing upon the employers that Hegro labor is effloient and
satisfactory, and upon the unionist that the Hegro la a good
and faithful fellow worker*

A careful cheek-up has to be

made on references, and a reputation mi*t be gained and
defended for the type of labor offered*

The possibilities

of vocational training have to be kept open to Ifegro youth,
and the youth themselves have to be encouraged to be ambitious*
The civil service boards have to be watched so that they do

not discriminate against iegrees, and gegveea must be an*
eouraged to take civil service examinations*
Hot only In Job placement activity, but also in

attempting to get play grounds, housing projects, schools,
and other public facilities, the local Leagues work as
pressure groups**wlth a philosophy moderated by local

si
circumstances and by their financial dependence on the white
community.

fhey engage In educational propaganda among

whites as well as among
are staged*

egroes.

Sometimes regular campaigns

Some Leagues have— openly or under cover-*

sponsored boycotts on the formula, "Don1t buy where you
canft work."
*j8tlonsa m a s s League.

Th* HiUon.1 Urban L««gu«

is the general staff for all this work*

It directs, inspires,

coordinates, and evaluates the experiments made In one place
or another*
work*

It conducts community surveys and other research

It educates and sometimes agitates, among the negroes,

to Improve themselves, and among the whites, to reduce preju
dices and to give the Negroes a fair chance*

Sometimes It

concentrates on a pressure campaign to reach a particular
goal*

It uses the radio, Its own publication, Opportunity*

pamphlets, books, the pulpit and the lecture platform.

It

Initiates conferences and investigations and furnishes
government agencies with expert advice*28
What the Urban League means to the Hegro community
can best be understood by observing the dire need for Its
activity In cities where there la no local branch*

The intact

of the League la seen as It fills such an unquestionable and
eminently useful community need that— were It not for the
peeullar American danger of corruption and undue influence
when something become a "political***it Is obvious that

f8* Ibid** p. 859.

52
activity should be financed, and financed much more gener
ously, from the pub11© purse, the city, the state, and tha
federal government,

The League*a activity among maladjusted

Negroes in the Industrial citlee of America has national
importance*

It la concerned with the effects of suoh nation**'

wide American phenomena as the migration from rural areas—
partly caused by national agricultural policy— and the almost
universal economic discrimination against Negroes by whites*^
Community Planning#

la order for the Urban League to

do the job properly, it must have planners.

The Urban League

executive must have a comprehensive picture of his area of
operation.

The city planner, like the Urban League secretary,

must be familiar with the area under his Jurisdiction, Both
)j
have to, concerned about express highways, feeder routes, green
■■■

areas, residential, business and commercial areas, and their
sonlng or rescuing, etc.

The city planner also is Interested

in the economic and sociological factors.
Planners are usually delighted when they find that the
Urban League has a broad and enlightened view of the respon
sibilities of cities to their population groups.

They have

found that the Urban League is Interested in having the
entire cltisenry adequately cared for In the various avenues
of endeavor.

29, (burner Mydal, The Negro Problem and Modern Deeocracy. 1944. p. 19.
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Planners welcome League staff jaeebera to their flits*
They are glad to find tlita interested because the League1*
arts of operation is on* which usually provides headaches
for them#
then tlis Urban League's Heeeareh Departlaent coses to
a city on an assignment* usually the first contact® art with
tbs official city planner#

^he Urban League1« researcher is

lntsrostsd in deployment (public and private}* labor union
activity* business ventures easing colored people* health*
housing* education* crime* and juvenile delinquency* recreation*
the church* and the programs and activities of established
welfare agencies#5®
There are tines when the Urban league mist he a
participating meaher in other planning agencies#

then un

employment grew* in the 1930*a, beyond control with all its
attendant hardships* when people had to be fed* clothed* and
housed* when relief had to be defined and explained* Urban
League secretaries became* in some instances, the sole Hegre
representatives on planning bodies# such aa/Y^U# KY&, UFA*
end other local state and federal agencies*v,yBoth the impor
tance and necessity of Urban League participation was recog
nised* in most instances* because of its recognised competence
in these areas of planning*
ways*

The emphasis here emtends two

First* In segments of Its swn specialised functions*

Sd# Banner* opr, £|£.

u
i M second, in the larger community m

a contributor bo other

•genelea eng groups planning to neat the needs of the whole
area#®1
Planning the War fears#

Effective community planning

requires investigation, research, and the acquisition of
materials upon whloh planning structurea must rest#
material is never static#

This

It Is always changing under the

Impact of new social forces and variations in the structure
of society Itself#
Employment problems today certainly are not what they
were from 1923 to 1938, nor were they the same for 1938 to
1948#

So northern Industrail community remained the same

after the Impact of migration either in 1916, 1940, or 1948#
fhe Urban League took the lead in planning for the expending
Hegro populations, particularly in employment and housing#
Areas of Conflict#

fhe exigencies of the war years

forced Urban Leagues to expand into many new areas#

In many

cities, conditions were too potentially and actually dangerour for Urban Leagues alone#

Force and authority were needed

for planning, that could be backed up by authority#
the tragic example, planned too late#

Detroit,

In many cities, local

police, industrial and trade union representatives, ministers
and lawyers, social workers, civic and professional repre
sentatives, were called together#
and to control violence#

31# Ibid#,

fhe purpose was to prevent

In some communities, disorder had

m

actually begun*

There ware fights at transportation points

and inside industrial plants*

Scurrulous leaflets attacking

«Tews and Hegroes were circulated among war workers*

Manage

ment had no experience In dealing with such situations, and
did not know how to handle them*
and management blamed unions*

Unions blamed management

Police had no training in riot

control, and frequently aggravated dangerous situations by
strong-arm methods*

Bvery Urban League directors * meeting

was a planning council*

The executive secretary of each

community realised the problems and gathered Information and
^ provided factual memoranda to other planning bodies for
constructive action*

Thus, tensions were eased, and order

maintained by providing controls operating with Urban League
participation*^
Urban League First to leco^nlee Heeds*

Local Urban

Leagues are generally the first to recognise the need for
social action*

They follow trends and developments*

They

not only follow through on planning operations, but they set
up machinery for action*

By the conference method, the

League demonstrates the neoesslty of advanced planning*
jummary*

la order for the Urban League to aceoaipllsh

its aim In fulfilling its role la the community It must get
colored persons to make use of existing facilities, and if
these are closed to persons of color, the League must open
them*

32* Ibid*, p. 8
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Although the efficiency of the League's work is kept
down because of inadequate financial resourcea, the League
oarriee on programs in community organisation, industrial
relations, vocational guidance and training, welfare work,
housing, health, morals and manners*
Sometimes the national Urban league educates and agitates,
among Begroea to improve themselves and Among whites to reduce
prejudices and to give Negroes a fair chance*
tn line with the League's objectives and its role in
the eostistmlty, Urban League staff planners are generally the
first to recognise the need for social action*
Perhaps one Important factor that has made the Urban
League a success is its ability to adapt Itself to local
conditions and to serve local needs•

CHAPTER V
INDUSTRIAL AND m P h Q Y M W ? BMWtOM
I. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
In reviewing the objectives of the Urban League program
and Its impact on a community, industrial relation* occupy
a position of^p^ime importance*

The employment of minority

groups la an/"Inextricable part of the tradition and fabric
-
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has had as one of its primary objectives the development of
industrial opportunities for Negroes in cities,

Restricted

employment opportunities, discrimination on the job, and fric
tion among workers as the result of faulty Integration are*
therefore, all factors of direct and serious Import to Negroes
In our Industrial centers*

Management and labor leadership

must be educated not only to the justice, but also to the
practical benefits of admit 1ng Ifegro labor to full participa
tion in industry*

Negro worker® must be provided with voca

tional guidance to make best use of their individual aptitude*
Until such time as Negro workers are generally accepted,
information as to their capacities and as to the experience
of management and of unions in integrating colored workers into
Industry mist be assembled for use in furthering this work*^
•w m m m m •mmmmmtrnrnmmmmm

$6* National Urban League, "Fact Sheet," 1952 Annuel
Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, Sept* 1-6, 1959.
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Alston* ©oiaaon knowledge that tilt Segro la worse

off than 111* whit* countrymen,

la ha* never had a fair break

when it come* to Jobe, wage*, and promotion*

la has had to

lift himself by hie o m bootstraps, ao to speakf and, at times,
ha haa even had to 1angina that ha had any bootstraps.

fee**

thirds of southern $*gro workers art etHl engaged In tha
relatively low-paid Jobe of faming and domestic service,
Ifegro professionals and business people depend almost entirely
upon $*gre patronage and seat of than moot cooperate with
white* for what they get,

fbey would not object to the latter

If they could compete on a general, rather than a claaa basis,
and ware not forced to operate their businesses In Ifegro
neighborhood* *&d
the Urban League haa over a period of year* accumulated
a number of important record* consisting of atatlatlca and
facta about aoclal end economic condition* of the isgro,

this

information haa proved invaluable to aocial worker* and haa
provided tha League with a powerful arguasent in underlining
the need for Improved m o o relatione,
file League haa for wany year* maintained fellowship*
to provide training in the leading schools of aocial work.
It* local chapter* maintain department* of vocational gold*
anee and occupational counseling to help direct young people
into the field* for which they are beat suited,

fhs League

94. Ion. 0. Stanley,
Boonoaqr »n6 th« Sagro,"
(3cnior taeay), University of Louisville, 19S3, p, 5.

a§
has frequently goas directly to employers and persuaded thorn
to accept qualified Segre employees in fields hitherto closed
to them*

fhe national W & m League plans, prods* and educates

ftegroee ao that they may offer their talent* and services
freely In a free, competitive market*

Sere and mere* Industry

reoegtiiaed tha basic soundness and good sense of econo^le
•quality.
Ifegro income la up} there ere m o m legroes In skilled
trade# and professions*

isreaver* th» school earollsaeiit haa

Increased and so haa tha level of educational attainment}
daath rates m m down* and life expectancy la improved*

But

In ©vary one of theaa areas* though tha gap between negro and
white haa narrowed, there la atlll a gap*$$
tha Urban League for m m

than forty yaara haa had tha

belief that tha moat fundamental laaua among Americana la
that of mkimg a living*

fhe League haa placed apaalal

emphasis on tha need of Industry itself to bring about a Chung#
in the Industrial process,

this haa resulted in a greater

cooperation between the Urban League and Industry.
fha Urban League believes that the economy of America
must run on an efficient level* but It must include all quel*
ifled workers in Its productive process,

dost businesses and

Industries recruit a great ouafeer of workers from schools*
colleges* and other sources throughout the country*

In

05* Stanley Levey* Employment fronds. Labor report for
lew fork fines* August* leli*

iO
resent year*

m l leges have eat up placeiaent services so that

business and industry may know of tha quality of students
available*

It haa been observed In many instances that per

sonnel people who raarolt for technical* industrial* and
other jobs for tha most part have no info rant ion aa to tha
locations and functions of Ifogro Colleges*

Tha national and

local Urban Leagues haws in a small ray informed and directed
paraonnal paopla to legr© graduates*
$ m * M IE gWMMflteB a M J H & D B B & *

a superficial

analysis of tha 1930 census lad tha taagasine* *tr* S* Mawa and
World Report* w to aonanti ^Better jobs appear to ba opening
up for than (l.e* for the Hegro workers, V.P.) in tha south
aa wall as in other regions**
Walter white# secretary of tha national Association
for the Advancement of Colored People wrote«
Tha employment problem* of Megroea* partic
ularly at the semi-skilled and skilled levels*
are atill more acuta than those of any other
racial group. But steady, at time* extra
ordinary, progress la being made in thla field.
Though far from perfect, the situation la markedly
batter than It was iMadietely after torld far I
or at any time between tha two world ware.'36
To teat tha statements* let us look first at tha
broad occupational distribution of non-farm workers gainfully
alloyed in 1940 and I960* (See Table 1*}
The first groups listed include the most favored
occupations*

Professionals and proprietors generally have

better incomes and in many eases* ownership of capital*
Clerical and sales* or white collar jobs* even whan salaries
56* T3ie Crisis, Editorial, Vol. 112, No. 57, Jan. 1950,
p. 12.

a
a **

lo** often involve less onerous toil*

Creftsisen end

foremen are skilled or more highly paid workers in Indus try
«sid construction.
I
Percentage .Distribution of Occupation Groups of Essployed
-----

-

Occupational iPOI9

HKGH0

Total occupations reported
Professional*
Proprietors, Managers
Clerical Workers

100.0
4.0
2.0
1.7
1.3

WHITE
1 9 4 0 - 19BO

100,0
4.6

100,0
10.3

100,0
10.0
11. ft

1.9
11.0
4.5
13,0
16.0
Sales Persons
0.6
0,3
1.3
Oraftamen, foremen
16.7
4.4
6.7
16.0
23.6
23.2
Operatives
16.7
22.9
19.2
31.9
Private Household Workers
1,6
3.3
18.1
17.3
Other Service Workers
7,7
0.1
SI. 6
19*5
Laborers.
7.3
6.7
Sourest computed from pc-7, tto, 2, Table e
fieprlnt from the Saturday Bewlew of Literature by the committee
Of 100._________________ ___________________________ _____
Within these five groups, there was a large gain for
yegross over the decade in clerical jobs, isoderate gains in
salas and skilled labor Jobs, a small gain In professional
Jobs, but a reduction in the percentage haring a direct pro
prietary interest, the managers, officials, and proprietors*
Among white gainful workers, there were also percentage gains
In four of the five groups, the exception being sales persons.
ifegro professionals are pre-dominanfcly clergymen and
teachers who are poorly paid or are engaged in "seel-pro
fessional" occupation.

Belstively few legroea are lawyers,

doctors, engineers, or college professors, the high occupa
tions within the group.

Victor Perl©, "Trends in the Economic Status of the
?2IS°
* M a s s * « M lasiala;. Voi*
*»• x. spring
1052, p. IS.
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South and North*

The wartime demand for labor led

many Negroes to move twom the south.

In the south the occupa

tional distribution of Negro workers showed more definite
1improvement then the north, end the difference between the two
areas in the occupational grouping of negroes was reduced as
noted in the following table* (fable XI*)
TABLE II
Percentage Distribution of Occupational Group® of negroes
iorth 1940*1960*
South
1940
1950

Worth
1940
1950
I-*
o
•
o

Occupational ftroup

100,0
100.0
100,0
Total occupations reported
4*2
5*8
5*8
Professionals
5*1
1*4
1*8
2*1
Proprietors, Managers
5*4
2*3
3*4
0*9
Clerical Workers
7*8
0*8
1*8
2,0
Sales Persons
2*1
Craftsaw a, foremen
7*1
8*4
5*0
4*2
23*0
IT #2
Operatives
24*5;
15.0
35*0
25*2
21*0
Private Household workers
18*8
16*2
14*©
24*2
Other service workers
20.8
22.6
24,1
1©*9
Laborers
15.0
Source< Victor Perlo, "Treads in the Economic Status of the
Eegr© People,*1 Science and Society* 1952, p. 12©
In the south t ere was a relative increase in the Ifegro
professionalst proprietors, and sales persoaa*

this mmen* a

slight development of the Ifegro middle class, a slight im
provement in the extent to which the Negro people can buy in
shops owned. by Negroes, get waited on by ^egro sales persons,
and be attended by Negro doctors*
But In the north the number of Negroes In such ©ceupations barely kept pace with, or dropped, In relation to the
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increased Megro population.

Particularly noticeable la tha

decline In the proportion of Ifegro proprietors, managers, and
officials.
national Urban League (Industrial Relations.) Julius
A. Thomas, the League director of industrial relations has
built over a period of years a plan Involving more than 200
major corporations.

He also has a good working relationship

with line and staff people on all levels.

The League reaches

the industry policy through a Commerce and Industry Council of
twenty-seven top executives.

The executives names make up a

blue book of American business.

In cooperation with a Commerce

and Industry Council, the Rational Urban League has organised
a Trade Union Committee in which the League keeps In contact
with labor.

In working with the management Advisory Committee,

the League stays close to the industrial and personnel re
lations men who do the hiring.

The technique used by the

League is to flood these committees with suggestions, liter
ature and job applicants.

In this cooperative relationship

the League recruits and funnels desired applicants through
local League offices.
The Urban Leagues local chapters (now numbering 60)
have provided plot forms upon which Negro and white leaders
have the opportunity to meet and discuss programs•

These

particular programs deal with social and economic improvements
whieh work to their mutual advantage.

The League has been

Instrumental In presenting the problems of the Negro to
organised labor.

They have a favorable relationship and

have aided Ifegro laborers in adjusting to unionism.

With the publie employment i«nio«» equipped to handle
mass piseasont of Negroes with white Job eppllcsnte, the beague
Industrial Belations activities arc being increasingly aimed
at the special type of placement** tha special Begro worker in
the special Job with the special employer, to open "doers* for
other Ifegro workers to follow behind the euoeese of the "pilot*
fhia proease defined in "Pilot Placement Project* continues
to be highly successful in the higher skilled Jobe*
In July, Itif, fortune published a progress report on
Negro employment by John A. Deris*

X><*via traced the trends

toward increased Eegr© employment from the turn of the century*
Be followed up pointing out gains made during the first'World
War and emphasised the $r*w# setbacks of the depression years,
the upsurge during the- second World War, and the recent
post-war consolidation of many of those gains*
lie found that since 1948 eleven states and twenty-two
municipalities with combined populations of 60,000,000 people
have passed laws against diecrimination in employment*
Eighteen states now prohibit discrimination in union member*
ship cm account of race or religion*

this study further points

out that a number of the large Indus trial firms have taken the
initiative in eliminating discrimination in states where there
are no such laws*

International Harvester, for catample,

in its big new plant in Memphis, hired employees solely on
the basis of their skill*

Negroes and whites work side by

4ft
HI
eii*9 doing tte mm® Job ate reaeiriag the tame pap*
fte worn of the UPbaa teague tea teen a cantirmoua fi#*t for
the elimination of aocial end eeoaoaie reatrletlena teteh hero
eomMned to prmm% tte general

of rot# relatione#

Partd 1* MeDonald make* the following atatemnit
f*r e of tte Halted ftteelwerteere a## proud to M f # M l
a @ w part in tte work ahtei* tte League te# too# ate
to here been asaeelatte with m m In tte deeelep®eai
of tnterreelal
felt aoenerniiea ten
ftlapaft a elgnlfleant part in uniting teterede of
thoueanda of m m ate women of oil raeea* eetorn* ate
reltglon# In i n trade union jaar«»a»if wiiare ttey
have bean edueeted to dieenrd itetr dlffereiteee In
faeor of constructive deliberation ate notion. iMati
ten not oolp adranete our oo^non welfare but oiofm#
ttet of tte eaamtnltf* ite atatn ate tte notion*
For nor# than forty peare tte Urban League ten ton# a
highly eoagtrneiire Job of helping to telng about full into**
gnatIon of Begree* into nil type* of iteuatrten*

Operating

tsteey tte laadeMhip of teeter Granger* lull.ua thenae* te urine
Moea* cteWterd Perrin ate tteir eaeeelatee In eeeeea of teanetee

S8* Hop
Lereee# *fte werthiaeea of tte' Urban, League*«
fttw f m ftpeeeh delirered at tte lilft annuel eeaferenee of TOL*
Hotel BeileteM* Olerelate# H d e * ftareday» Sept.* 4th# IMft*
it* t e M y* McDonald, searatwiMfreaearer# ft* s# steal
Workeye of taerlea (CIO) %eeeh delleared at tte annual OTL
conference on wadnea&ay* Sept# 1# 1M B # Betel Bnlleteen#
Cleveland* Ohio*

throughout the country, the organisation coaands the respect
of industrialists and labor leaders alike*
This la because after laws have been enacted and ex
ecutive orders have been issued, the Urban League answers
the question#
simple#

there do we go from here?

the techniques are

Young people are encouraged to take vocational courses

in the colleges and technical schools, and recruiting agents
of industries are encouraged to offer jobs to those who qualify
Once on the Job the League offers consoling in adjustment and
competency, and suggests ways and means of achieving pro actions
this is how simple it is*

And the Interesting thing about it

is that it is no longer a question of how

to open the doors

of industrial opportunities but of how rapidly prepared iegroee
can be found to enter these doors**0
the Urban League has sought to secure equality of
opportunity for Hegro oitlaens and has concentrated on the
occupational problems of Hegroes, young and old*
three

In the past

ecadee the Urban League has placed special emphasis

upon the training and careers of iegro youth*

However, the

Leaguefe ultimate goal in this important phase of its pro
gram has been equal opportunity for work training, equal op
portunity for Job placement and elimination of discriminatory
practices from industry and labor,*!

40* Channing H* Tobias, "Building Better Human Halations
is Everybody•s Business— The World View and Amcrioa*s Re
sponsibility*" Speech at SUL Conference, Cleveland, (Silo, Sept
1952*
41* "Equal Economic Opportunity," o£« olt** p* 18.

4?
i&t M p y a t a i *
Wegroea think that they and other flagm m

should be given may

Job for which th©y Qualify, but many of the® have no id©* bow
to prepare for and to secure the better Job©.

The Urban

Leagu©, therefore, doe* continually urge Negroes to prepare
themselves even when there ara no job© ope® to the®.

If

negroes ara praparad they aay b© ready if opportunities are
created,

Thus it la poaalbla that during the Second ftorld

War, m r m colored girl a could have ©©cured ©killed office
Job© bad more possessed the training for aueh position® whan
the war e©«e®e©d*
©uob .n&ttere*

negroes bare to aeeuire a technique in

In particular, colored Job applicant© have the

special problem of learning bow to *go back for a®re* whan
they bar# been rebuffed.

Many Megroae, ©specially those fro®

rural area© and the ©outh ara untrained for any kind of busln©*©
or Industrial work*

They are unfamiliar with the discipline

of a steady Job in an urban factory or offlee*
The urban League act© a© the Intermediary in the promts
of American. Industrialisation, which 1© related structurally
to the growth of the American city.

It la a process which

requires the transmutation of human resource© into new use*
fulness for a new kind of civilisation that 1© mow Inevitable.••
The new day demand© ©elected competition, preparation for new
skill®, and a kind of intelligent screening of possibilities
that only an organisation Intimately concerned and properly
©quipped can glve.^

42# Chari©* s.* Johnson, An address, *Th© Urban Leaguela
Responsibility to the Future11 pp 0-10.
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It la this to American economic life that the Urban
League performs* although under the mere understandable and
popular guise of helping Negroes help themselves
So that Negroes may he able to help themselves eoo^
notaically In Omaha* the Industrial Bela tiona Department of the
Omaha Urban League was organised five years ago#

It has worked

with non-whites to ascertain economic facte concerning these
groups#

Minorities In Omaha do suffer numerous and dlversi-

fled Industrial* economic and social disparities.

Unemployment

and underemployment are the contributing Motors with the
following two basic difficulties affecting Negro eitlsens In
Omahai
1) The indigenous practice of refusing to hire
Negroes at numerous establishments and placing
ocoupstioiial ceilings over them at an even larger
number of establishments#••fortunately* there
are some establishments in Omaha that are
rather fair about employing minorities along
with all eltlsens.
2) there are 770 major labor market employers
In Omaha* These major employers represent about
ten per cent of the total number of employers?
however* they employ about seventy-three per
cent of the gainfully employed workers in O^aba •
Of the more than 66#0(>0 workers which major
market firms employ* 5*7 per cent or approx
imately 3*900 are Negroes*‘*4
The full Impact of the Omaha Urban League *s Industrial
R latlons Deparment can be observed by cohering the 21st

43. Ibid*, p. 10.
44# 1950 Annual Report of Omaha Urban Leafgue. p* 3.
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Annual Progress Report of 1948 with Hi© 24th Annual Report
of 1951•

The report of 1948s "Getting suitable employment

for legro applicants continues to bt a major problem#

The

employment opportunities In general are confined to relatively
menial and unskilled Jobs#

Young colored Oaahana are now

graduating in alaeable numbers from numerous schools and
colleges with diplomas, certificates, and degrees fitting
them for various professional, technical, and skilled positions#
Those who are trained as grade school teachers or nurse© may
find placement in Omaha, while others are likely to find the
doors of opportunity closed#*
revealed

The annual report of Omaha Urban League of 1981/-Thirtyone job openings*

’’These jobs, secured through efforts of

our industrial department, represent areas heretofore closed
to Regro oltlsens#

Prominent among these openings weret

&rlver»Salesman for Robert© and Alamito Dairies, Assistant
Librarian In Omaha Public Library, Claims Official at the
Hebraeka State Employment Service, Salesgirls in several
theaters, Child Guidance Teacher In Omaha Public Schools,
Architectural Draftsman in a large firm, Stenographers in
several federal jobs, and one at Beth Israel Synagogue#
In addition, the Omaha Drbaxi League,received definite
committments from several department stores for sales persons*
Among others stated in the 1950 report are listed: the employ*
sent of two long-distance operators at the telephone company,
five olerleal jobs at the public utility firms, two laboratory
assistants and a laboratory technician#
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TABLE III
Analysis of Major Activities, Industrial Relations Department,
i»»BwwpcawiBWBwa
Year
Applications
Job Orders
Referrals
Placements
1947
546
309
409
71
1948
2,076
296
951
29
1949
1,829
400
926
51
1950
2,054
310
1,023
93
1951
71
29
49
21
Source* Annual Reports of th© Industrial Relations Department
of ttyl Omaha Urban League#
In th© above table, Table XII, on© notes a great
decrease in th© m $ e w activities of the Industrial Relations
Department ©hen comparing th© years 1947 through 1951 *
The Omaha Urban Deague, in planning Its own program in terms
of local needs and of available resources In money and personnel,
felt that the first need was to develop new and better Job
opportunities for Its trained ©illsens*

With this goal in

mind the League made a survey of the employment services and
them

found

t© be equipped to handle mass placements of Negro
therefore

and white applicants^ /the League now speaclallaea in the
placement of Negroes in clerical, skilled, semi-skilled, and
professional jobs#
TABLE IV
is Urban L©ague~-Fie:
Year
t=sgBaaasB8a#!aBSB^ ^

Number of Visits

1947
71
2
1948
29
3
1949
31
3
1950
93
10
1901
21
2
Sourest Annual reports of the Industrial Relations Department
of the Omaha Urban Leanue#

il
Companiitg field visits of the Louisville Urban League
with thou* of th* Omaha Urban League over th* past five year*.
It 1* noted that th* Louisville League ha a a higher number
of field visits with both employer* and with union**

This

may be due to th* employment pattern* of th* locality*

In

l#49f th# Omaha urban League reported a total Iiegro labor
fore* estimated at 0,000 and there war* 2,600 Job eeekars*
Thl* meant that oh* out of every four Hegroe* waa without
employment*
Field contact* are of utmost Importance •

Th* Indue-*

trial Saar#tart#* In moat all tfrbaa League* u## th* field
©onloot method*

They hare found that through personal con

tact* with Induetrie* and union* It Is much easier to advise
and to sell surplus trained le&ro skills to employers.
Th* new objective In the Omaha Urban League 1* to
obtain from employers a special type employment for quail*
fled non-wbltes and to put these special iegrce a in the
special job* with the special employers*
the Industrial Secretary to make m m

This also permits

field contacts and to

concentrate on a mere special 1red type program*

The IfSI

figures are low* but, In tense of responsibility and Juatl*
flection for an industrial relation* department*

tbte League

la now doing a Job that the employment services cannot do
for Hegroee*

The Urban League la responsible for more negroes

being employed in clerical* skilled, aemi-akillcd and pro*
feaalonel type employment*
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The prlncl pal categories of Negro employment are as
follow# *
TABLE. V
JOB CATS0OHIHS OF Q M
Job Category

KEOHOES
Percentage

Wholesale and Hetall
Heat Packing Plant#
Factories and Plants (not meat pkg.)
Railroad Industry
Private Worn Employees
Oovft», tduc., Cultural and Charitable
Self Bapleysd
Sources Davis Wllkereon Brooke, "Occupational
Negro Tooth of Omaha" University of Omaha* p*

55,1
52*4
14*1
7*5
6.6
3.7
3.1
Trends of the
16

The Utility Pinas which enployed very few Negroes
twenty year# ago are now employing 25 to 50.

Hot only have

these utility firms, th® Omaha Public Power District, the
Metropolitan utilities District, and the Sell telephone
Company, alloyed more Negroes, but through the Urban League
industrial relatione work they are employing Negroes In
white-collar and skilled positions.
The Omaha tJrban League secures from twelve to fifteen
new deployment placements a year*

The League also secures

additional jobs in places where Negroes have worked over a
period of time*
During the years 1951 and 1952, new and additional
job areas were secured*
table* (Table VI)

They are listed in the following

m
TABLE 7X
Mew Trends in Job Placements, Industrial Relations Department
1951-1982
Job Category

Tear
jm*

Secretaries
6
7
Stenographers and Typist®
14
9
Pacaption!at*
3
9
Transcribers, Clerk* andBookkeepers
8
5
Shipping clerks,
6
5
Models
5
1
Assistant librarians
1
1
Sales Clerks
S
10
Sources Omaha Urban League, Industrial Relations Department
Industrial Halations (Louisville Urban League)
Kentucky is a poor state.

It is slow to change and opposed

to any violations'of cuetome.

There ia noticeable apathy,

complacency and stubborn clinging to the old,

Two concrete

examples are seen in the state*s slowness in changing from
agriculture to industry.

The state completely refused to

modernise its constitution.

The state is neither hot nor

cold, northern or southern*

Perhaps the only thing that

alerms its eltleans is the so-called interference of a north
erner in what southerners believe is theirs alone to scjjtre in
their own way— the race problem.

The state ranks very low

in general income due to the high cost of the duel system
and the failure to make full utilisation of the skills of all
of its eltisezts.

The Hegro population Is continually declining

state-wise, but the percentage of increase in Louisville la
not keeping pace with that of whites,

Undoubtedly, the main

reason is limited opportunities in employment, civil rights,
and general welfare,

Kentucky and Louisville have failed

§4
to provide sufficient attraction to these who an* looking
for a better way of life*

In th© area of employment for

example, the Negro earns about .. half a# much proportionately
as whites do*

The median animal income for whit# families

la #8,823*00, while that of Negroes 1» #1,101*00*
Only 2$ of the itgro wage earners hare an Income
exceeding #4,300*00 and more than one»fourth (20*6$) earn
less than $600*00*

*>re than X6Jf of Kentucky whites earn

#4*500 and over, with only 16S of them less than #000*00
income**^
One significant cause of this disparity is found In
the type of eapleynent Negroes gets
» hwb vxi
K«Pl.oy,-nt to M»Jor Occupation* by i>«o.

Industry Oroup

Whites

Menu featuring

10*3

Non-whites
9*9

Hiolesale trade
2*7
1*9
Eating^Srinking Fleaes
9*8
4#§
Finance* Insurance* leal Batata
2*2
1*7
Business Service
0*8
0*1
Private Households
1*1
82*3
Personal Service
1*9
4HI
Service workers
4*9
90*4
Laborers
4*6
14*0
Sourcei Howard 0* Bmmemen, "aener&l Characteristics of
Kentucky,9 Washington, tj* 8* Census, Government Printing
Office* 1902* pp. 36-43
The above table, (Table VXX) shows the employment in
major occupations by race, in Kentucky.

The large number of

Negroes hired in private households, 88*3 per cent compared
with whites 1*1 per cent is significant*

It Is also noted

that most negroes are hired as laborers or In other menial

job capacities*
4S*"”S¥anYey, ££* sit*, p* 9*10•
“
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The tmteatrial Rela tlona

of the Louisville

tTrban League has operated as a part-time program for a period
of thirty-three years*

The Urban League has boors the leading

agency in Louisvilla to deal with special industrial problems
among Negroes.

A for years ago it was tho Executive So©rotary

of tho Louisville Urban League oho conferred with eiflpioyer#
in an effort to secure Job opportunities for Isgroe* or to
expand their ewpXayaeiit opportunities In industries now using
their services,

The Leagued office secretary devotes m m

of her attention to asking employment placements* all in the
area of domestic and personal service Jobs*

This particular

service Is very aaall as the League now speaetalises in the
placement of non-whites in the skilled professional and cler
ical type jobs. The Industrial activities at this time were
Inadequate for there was s definite need for additional staff
to serve the increased needs of helping legroas secure gainful
employment and to screen applicants for work employers*
on July 1, 191$* th# Louisville Urban League hired its
first industrial secretary and established a new full time
Industrial Halations Department*

The purpose of this new

department was to obtain .maxima* utilisation of qualified
Hegro workers In industry and business*

After one year of

operation of the new Industrial Halations Department (luly 1*
19Sl~-July 1# 106£)# several gains in employment and race re~
1stions have resulted for Megro eltlsens of Louisville*

m
*Ou-r Industrial Department baa from July 1st, 1051 te
June 50th, 1952, mil# th# following gains#*®
1} Hade placement of 42 job seekers in professional,
clerical, skilled , and semi-skilled Job#, m a t
of them in industries or poaltlona where Segroes
previously have not b«#n employed, thereby bring
ing a total of $100,000 in new Income to the Kegro
mmmmttj* this, with the other 47 placements
m d e in part-time and unskilled job# resulting
in an X n m m of over $105,000*00 income for the
Kfcgro eem&nlty, is a result of our placement
program#
2) 204 visits and conference# have been m i d with
employer# and management in the interest of Negro
workers# this.represent# approximately 50 companies#
5) 55 conferences have been held with union of ftcisls and Executive Boards for improving the
understanding between the iegro worker and the
unions#
4} 547 applicants have been interviewed for possible
employment with approximately one-fourth of this
number receiving further assistance in the fora
of vocational guidance#
5) A clerical training program
by clerical trainees are given
have actual working experience
enhances their opportunity for

Instituted where
sxi opportunity to
in an office which
future employment#*

the following table (table VIII) shows employment
activities of the Louisville Urban League covering th# years
1047 through 1951#

Xa 1951 there was a substantial decrease

in the total number of activities of the Louisville Urban
League#

This was due to the emphasis on specialised placement

activities#

This specialised placement activity directs

46# memorandum "To Budget Committee, Community Chest,*
from Board of Directors, Louisville Urban League, 1052#

if
exceptionally cmsllfled young Hegmes into job# for which
they nr# trained*

in line with the program of specialised

placement activities th# League influence follow# th### now
worker# in every phase of their tin#ecu#toned experience In
Job assignments* In plant training, union membership and off
th# Job activities*
fASil Vtlt
Analysis of th# Major Industrial halation# Activities of th#
- K w a w t t U - J M w a r^gg«
fear

Application#

Job Order#

Referral#

Placement#

1047
1,930
763
635
665
609
§10
1943
1,350
500
1949
1*751
735
713
mu
393
1950
1*634
016
433
1951
96
647
69
116
Sourest Annual report# of the Louisville Urban League
The Louisville Urban League*# Industrial activities
have b##tt inadequate during th# thirty years whieh it ha#
operated*

There was # definite need for additional staff to

meet th# demands which ess# to th# league from employer# and
employ###*
A 1040 survey by J* Harvey Hem# prompted hi» to
recommend that "th# industrial program be substantially
broadened in scope and facilities* with a full-time industrial
secretary of experience and resourcefulness* **67

47* Harvey Item#* "A Survey of th# fanaemic and
Cultural Conditions of th# Hegro Population of Louisville*
Kentucky, and a Review of the Frograms and Activities of the
Louisville Urban League*" Jan.— Febr. 1043* p* 330.

§9
Kapleyasnt is probably the mat important area in the
Urban League *s program*

It i© refleeted In th© large nua&er

of applicant© who ©oia© to th© League ©©airing eiapioyisent.
Host oltlsena, If asked th© purpose of th© Urban League,
will ©i^theels© job pl*e©aent«
It was also rteoamiidad in Kara9© study on Louisville
Urban League a«tivitl©«# "that an industrial program should
concentrate on th© followings
a) fh© ©souring of naw openings for Hegroea in
Industry, particularly in ©killed and taohnioal
position©*
b) Th© skillful education of employer© and th©
public* generally regarding th© potantlailtlaa
of isgro labor*
o) the ©souring of ©©operation ©aeng local group©
in dov«loplng worker1© s&ieatioa aetlwltle©*
d) Th©' situation of opportunltlsa for broader
occupational, apprentt oesship, and other training
programs© for negro worker©* That a ©loner
cooperative relationship bs established with
th© publi© ©ohoola in an effort to develop within
th® sohoola a nor© adequate guidance program*48
Copp«g*tlon with stpartptnl ©£ Beopoale So,parity
'mat Sorrlco) A <k>eua«nt*<l pl«n of cooperation batvaan
the Louisville Urban League and th© department of eeonowlo
security wa© agreed on In August, 1962.

This plan is hen©*

fioial to the two ©genets© and particularly Negroes a© it
permits:

<8* Xbid.. p. 881.

M
I) An exchange of Information, cm *A 1 methods
and techniques in dealing with employers*
8) Two «f»aoit»’«fty Jointly work on problem® of
local skill shortages*
3) Regular contact schedules are to fee drawn
up. This a n e n g e a m t will enable the indue*
trial a * o r e t a t o go along with the employment
services contact men to indue*ry and business.**
TABLE St
Louisville Urban Lassus Field
fear

Number of visits
With B w H w r *
n a n vnltm*

1947
1948
1*49
1960
1951
Sourcei Annual report* of th® Louisville Urban. League
m 1951 a total of 204 visits and conferences were
hold between Urban League official® with employers In the
Internet of securing jobs for Segfeo workers.

the number

of visits with employers reapresent® approximately 40
different coupanlea.
Thirty-three conference* were held in 1051 with
union official* and executive board® for Improving the
under®tending between the Negro worker and the union®.

M l Retrospect. Everything that any Urban League doe®
further® understanding among an ever-widening circle— as*
for example, in the constant effort to broaden Job opportunities
for Negroes on their merits and to find qualified workers

49. Louisville Urban L i P f f "Minutes* Industrial
Advisory Committee1* February 6, 1955.

worker® for jobs that are opened up.

A» these Jobe are filled,

people working side by side at common tasks learn to know
and respect each other and this helps to destroy the evil
myths that would poison the well-springs of our democratic
faith.
All of the Urban League1a efforts help directly to
raise the standard of living of the most depressed portion
of the community! as a result the whole eomgmutliy is the
gainer— in economic terms through 11Increased self-respect
and capacity for self help.*^
Summary.

Through the Industrial He1stions Department

the Urban League has continually made comprehensive reviews
of the needs of the iegro population.
The Urban League bases Its program on the aasumption
that lagro eltissue are faced with a nm< day and that this
day demands selective competition, preparation for new skills#
and intelligent screening*

It is this service that the Urban

League performs in helping to build a bigger and greater
American economy.
In Louisville# the iegro does not. earn half as mush
proportionately as whites do.

The median annual income for

white families is #2#288#©00 while that of Negroes is only
$1#116,000.

©0* Lloyd Km Garrison# "My Urban League Faith*"
Equal Economic Opportunity# National Urban League* 1950*
p. 21*

u
In o*sh*# the « m « | i salary for legro workers Is
tSf08d) average animal income for the white workers Is #8, 817*
Hilarities in Omaha es In Louisville suffer numerous end
diversified Industrial, economic, end sosiel disparities*
The establishment of Industrial Halations Department#
in the Omaha and Louisville Urban Leagues means that Hegre
people will not have to continue to pay the price in wasted
resources and that their best talents may be gainfully
utilised*

In addition, the League's Pilot Placement program

is especially designed to place technically end professionally
trained Segroea In satisfactory positions in private Industry
and commerce*

This plan also involves a systematic follow up

of the employer and employee for analysing and documenting
the experiences gained by both*
The true feet, in summary, may be stated that if
democracy was completely realised, negroes would constitute
no special minority problem, and their work experience would
be no more difficult than that of others in the community*
However, It Is necessary to have an Urban League and of utmost
importance to have an industrial relations department with
responsibilities of working in behalf of raising the economic
status of minority groups.

CHAPTER VI
VOCATIONAL S0I0ANCE
In order to do an effective Job In Industrial relatione
there must be vocational guidance and counseling of Negro youth*
There la too often inherited belief among Kegro boye and girl a
that there la no use in training themselves in special skills
when their only apparent Job opportunities are in domestic
or other unskilled work*

This makes for low nereis; it also

has the result that, when skilled Job opportunities are
created through edueatlenal work with management, it is
difficult to find qualified workers*

To break up this

vicious

circle, the Rational Urban League has taken this leadership
in stimulating and organising vocational guidance for Negroes,
especially in schools and colleges*

The definite accomplish*

meats in this field of service naturally benefit the situation
in all cities where local Urban Leagues are operating*
minority oppression is one of the direct results of a
low economic status*

It can hardly be disputed that the legr©

la near the very bottom of the economic ladder*
is a marginal worker*

At best he

Only a small percentage of the Negroes

in these United States are in a position to exercise a degree
of freedom in their vocational selections comparable to that
enjoyed by whites*

The majority, even though trained, are

still domestic servants, menials and unskilled laborers of
one kind or another*

Added to the Negro's limitations imposed

by his own poverty, ignorance, and often times rank indifference,
are racial preju^ c#

segregation*

These prejudices olose
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out many avenues of social participation that could and e»*
doubted!y would increase th# Ifagree a 1 potential adjusting
capacities#
There was a t l m whan parents could he turned to for
help to glee children counseling and guidance* hut frequently
today thle la not possible#

During the pact few years m m y

grown~up* have become uncertain and fearful of the future
which Is due to the constantly changing world#

too often

they haws had their own ideas ruthlessly crushed and destroyed*
and they hesitate to instill too many fond hopes in their
sons end daughters#
The tmeaployed youth here m m

end m m

the eld of professional guidance counselors#

begun: to seek
More end m m

It is becoming a job of these trained advisors to prepare
youth**these in school and out of school* those employed and
uneiaployed-~for s sens and healthy adulthood#
by probing their backgrounds and abilities#

This is done
for iegro gulden

counselors this task is especially difficult because the prob
lem of dealing with Megroes Is at its best a most intricate
one#

However# there are tssny negro guidance counselors who

see beyond the Hesitations of the color lins#Si

The staff

isaa&srs of the W t m n League know that the possibilities of
youth** adjustment and happiness are too great to be lost
through wrong judgments#

51# timer H* Carter, *Sdlterlal% Opportunity,
22HSS1 2£ 2*KS> Ufti. *lnt#p I..##, Iter. l^Sl. T . df.
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If there ever was a time whan African youth, both
Hagro and white, needed vocational guidance, now la the tlm*
In particular, Hegro youth, confronted, with cruel and un
reasonable occupational barrlera, need to be made conscious
flret of their own

tltudes^

Secondly of the possible

opportunities for employment in the field of their choice.
And then— perhaps more Important than anything else— Ifegro
youth must be Impressed with the value of training and the
discipline that m a t
modern world*

be acquired to achieve success in the

The national Urban League long ego recognised

the lsg>ortanee of vocational guidance and inspiration*

Each

year the Hegro, toy virtue of the campaigns conducted toy the
League, has increasingly become aware of the Importance of
this phase of educational activity*

today in many Megre

schools and colleges, vocational guidance departments are
toeing developed toy trained counselors*

In place of the hep*

hazard methods of orientation of students which prevailed a
few years ago, there

is now scientific guidance in thechoice

of courses available

to hundreds of thousands of young men

and women*

Thus results already achieved have fully justified

the vision which Inaugurated the Urban League1s vocational
guidance campaigns*32
The following, "Of Human Interest,n is a case study
presented as a technique of the Urban League in guiding an
individual*

68* George H* Bennett, "The Plight of 24* Opportunity*
Journal of Hearo Life* March 1969, p* 80.
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OF HOMAN INTEREST8®
"The Industrial Secretary looked up to great another
applicant*

Ha saw a young man, unkept, Heading a hair out*

wearing soiled slothing

.

After inviting him to sit down

the Industrial Secretary leaned back to listen*

"The Storyf
*K® had come to Denver from Chicago where he had been
employed for the pest year.
were better in Denver.

He had heard that opportunities

He became stranded In Pueblo and

wrote to his stepmother in e southern state for assistant*®*
la reply.

He managed to get to Denven

How he needed help!

®Xt was an old, familiar story, and the Industrial
Secretary made the usual referrals--the Citizen's Mission,
Traveler's Aid— and gave a few additional Instructions.

He

also sent a telegram to the stepmother making her to contact
the Urban League.
"Three days later the applicant returned on time for
this appointment.

Mo thing had changed.

He had not gotten a

job, and there had been no news from his stepmother.
"Well his story sounded straight, he'# punctual and
has followed every suggestion faithfully, he's young and

somehow stirs a response.
that about hie references?

He needs a job*

We have a job.

Thinking it would probably be a

waste of time, the Industrial Secretary contacted the former
employer In Chicago.

"Yes, he was in our ea^loy for a year.

A good worker, dependable— came to work every day!®

S3. Sebastian C. Owens, Urbanalysls. A digest from
the Urban League of Denver, Hovawer, ifoK, Ho . S., Vol. 1.
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"This makes the decision easier*
is called end told the whole story*
for the applicant*

?he local employs*

to Interview ia eat up

the Industrial Secretary turns to the

applicant and says, lCome with m®**

A trip to the barbershop,

a bath, ©lean underwear, a clean ahirt, tie, and an overcoat
brings about a new appearance, a new confidence*

the Inter*

view bring* a job*
"to investment of a little tine, a little money, and
the Induetrial Secretary1* belief In human decency m y have
salvaged another cltlaen*

the knows ?**

the Vocational Opportunity Campaign originated In the
spring: of 1950*

It ie now a regular phase of the progress of

the "Jutland Urban League, end It represents a nationwide
emphasis on training in job opportunities for Hegro youth*
In each successive campaign, the objective has been to stim
ulate Ifegro youth to prepare for jobs*
Thia program has proved to be one of the main activities
of the Urban League*

The true fact Is #es Job opportunities

lncreeee for Segrce a, the Urban League is able to open more
end more jobs to negroes*

This program Is Important and there

must be more guidance because more people will want better jobs,
better training*
Wh&t the national Urban League1s Vocational Opportunity
Campaign means to the legro can be observed In its theme end
slogan, fThc future is yours— flan and Prepare*0
VOC week calls not only upon the Hegro youth to carve
out his own future by training for a job, choosing aJob,

m
getting « Job* and keeping ft job, tut upon ell Adrien
*to cooperate in providing deployment opportunities for this
youth*11 ft Is ft challenge to nil oltissue to recognise that
the estafelletiiseitt of eoonoiaift equality for He gross la a por
tion of our desmerati© government*

Fifty-four cities in

twenty-seven states, fifty colleges, eight hundred secondary
schools, as sell as many organisation® helped to make V06
week significant for th# nation, end Henry A* Wallace, Secretary
of Co<*;«*r©e, indorsed the campaign, saying in parts **Tbe Hegroes
of the country will have a hotter ©hone# than ever before to
Improve their abilities as individuals* **Whatever we do to
hatter the position of th© Hegro in 1tie political, economic
and edueatlorml spheres of our national life, the most im
portant contribution toward the bettering of his position
will he made by the iegro himamltfi*

QssMi S2&. ifpm »nu* wbffi issseat <2m$Asap» M te g ft* >
in the Dtaaha and the Louisville communities th# local Urban

Leagues have formulated a program of Vocational opportunity
Campaigns to acquaint students and faculties with the realities

of job opportunities*

They have pointed out to students the

changei? of employment patterns and the importance of selecting
and preparing for a particular ©arefer*
lash year both Leagues conduct a Vocational Opportunity
program for the benefit of Segro students*

In Louisville tbe

M * School and Society*-Vocational Opportunity Campaign,
Vol* 6b, March 1066, I** 106*
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Vocational Opportunity program is usually oo-eponiiored by
the Louisville Urban league and the Central High School (the
only public high school for Hegroee*)
Th# Vocational Opportunity program in Louisville la a
week-long program which reaches soae 1,300 high school students
of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade©•

Students ara

inform® by sees forty or acre consultants representing busi
ness, industry, government, and th# professions*

These con

sultants describe the particular vocation which students ara
Interested in*

The program alto const©t© of conferences with

outstanding consultants and resource people, displays, panala,
movies, and. distribution of literature during the week*

One

of the widest gape in the opportunities for equal education
In Louisville la in the field of vocational training*

a fee

introductory courses are taught to fegre boys in the indue trial
arte, and a few taught to Hegre girl* in the dome©tie aolencea
id the junior high school grade©• On the high echooi level
the vocational, occupational choice© are limited and in those
courses which are taught the equipment and supplies are, on
the whole, Insufficient and inadequate*

Since schooling

should prepare one to make a living aa well a© to prepare one
to live, Louisville school© for Hegroe© have neglected an
important obligation to their Mgro youth*
However, plana for more extensive vocational opportunities
for legro high school youth have been given careful study by
a special committee on vocational curriculum of the Central
U g h School Parent-Teaoher Association*

it
Th* Urban League made r*m wmnd&ti®m to this committee
to include m m *a;t*ii*lve vocational facilities in th* non
Central High School#

The*e mmwmnBtottmm m m adopted by

the Board of gduoatlon end ere to he included In the new Cen
tral High School in the fell of 1951#
The Omaha Urban League sponaor*, i£ th the help of other
interested organisation*, an annual Vocational Opportunity
Campaign during osi week of March each year*

Special emphasis

la placed on asking parent* and youth store aware of the need
for job preparation*

The ally of Oamha, having Interraolal school* differ*
from the Louisville school ayatea, which make* it difficult
to counsel non-white student*,

The League1® Industrial

Secretary ha* found it necessary to participate in the high
school* a* a counselor in a special guidance and counseling

clinic for students#

In addition to hi* program, a coasalttee

of fegre students plan, under the direction of the League, an

mutual Vocational Opportunity Campaign#

This campaign la

carried on in the Wegro community and it* purpose la to en
courage Megre youth to prepare themselves for a career.
Later In the week, a public meeting la held either at one of
the larger legre church** or at the gear norths Ids M C A where
young people are counseled by outstanding gegro consultent*
and reeouroe pereons*

During March 1 9 5 1 , the Omaha Urban

League staff was able to reach over @00 teen-age youth*

In helping the tfegro to choose and secure occupations
and professions, th# Omaha and the Louisville Urban Leagues
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have activated a five point progress*
1# Secure Mid make avtlable the beet Information
about current and prospective job opportunities
In League communities.
2m fake a census of available skills of all per*
sons who are employed and under employed* especially
in those areas where a manpower shortage may exist*
S. Develop an aggressive educational contact pro
gram to advise employers and potential employers
of the reserves of trained manpower available.
4. Expand th# Leagues vocational guidance program
to keep manpower funneled Into categories where
most Is needed*
5. Contact schools and employers to be sure there
is a program ready to train Megross for new skills
to take new Jobs* or to replace losses made by
transfer of personnel.
Plans should be developed and activated to assure that
all racial and ethnic groups may develop their potentialities
and apprenticeship training programs.
In editorial "Vocational duidance" appeared in the
December 19* 1959 issue of the Louisville Defender,

fhie

editorial complemented the Louisville Urban League* Motional
Urban League and Board of Education for conducting a successful
vocational guidance Institute for teachers.

"For years we

have been deploring the fact that a scarcity of gainful Jobs
always faced the student upon graduation from high school.
During the past two decades we have seen more and more jobs
open for young men and women of the Megro race and we have
noticed a woeful laek of qualified applicants for the jobs...
Teachers am#t be concerned that they are only turning out that

n
which will eventually be drags on a. flooded market while
thousands of job® ®r® going unfilled for want of qualified
personnel which they could fee helping supply* •♦With the ex*
panded opportunities offered end promised at the new central
high school In houl®ville mere attention will natural ly he
paid to vocetione! training for youth*

fhe Vocation®! Guidance

Institute 1® belated but nevertheless timely be cause too much
emphasis cannot be placed upon the vocational training which
we #o badly need and so long have ignored**
•VOCATTOHAI, WtPA^'CR is the process of«*«helpittg a
person to choose* prepare for***and enter into m

occupation*

*An applicant with a college degree in sociology m m
to us looking for employment*

He had been able to get help

at two agencies and was upset because a counselor at hie
University Guidance Center had suggested that he return to
hi® pre~eollege job as s bellboy*

He bed told the counselor

that he had spent four years In college training himself for
a better Job and was* therfore* nto ready to accept this pro*
posal*
*He said that test result® had indicated hi® Interest®
to be in the are® of working with people* and the interview
Indicated a desire far employment In the social work field or
related area®*
*We telephoned two public agencies* one of which suggested
that he file applications for a pending examination for employ*
went with their agency*

He scored high on the examination and

TO

we* subsequently hired as a ease worker with the Denver
Department of Welfare*
"la plana to continue hie education In this area and
feeIs that he would like to make M e career in social work**66
teynflsa itettUaaa SaEsissa*

« » »*uon*i wrb*«

League in 1001 received a grant from the Dorothy I!# and Lewie
Bosestebial Foundation for the expansion of the Leaguete ve«*
catlonai guidance activities of the southern division*

As a

result the League was able to conduct career conferences on
the ceruses of four southern colleges, thus bringing to snore
than 0#OQ0 students the personal advice of over ISO speakers
end consultants from commerce and industry, government, labor,
agriculture, and the professions*
*Developiag Skills for Manpower Used** has been the
slogan of these career conferences, and they have given am
bitious students a chance to talk face to face with these
consultants about real work situations, to learn about Jobs
and training for Jobs*

Equally important, employers have had

an opportunity to discover untapped reservoirs of vital
human resources*6*

SB* Annual Sepert, Denver Urban League, 1952.
56* National Urban Dengue, "Vocational Services
Expanded,** this Is Worthwhile, 1952, p* 10.
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Summary*

Adequate guidance and training is necessary

for the economic adjustment of non~whltes«

The Urban League

recognises that the depressed conditions among ao many tiegre
families was due to the fact that they had no training for the
hatter and higher paying jobs*
In 1950, the national Urban League launched a national
program, Vocations! Opportunity Campaign, for the purpose of
stimulating and guiding young people into desirable fields*
The Omaha and Louisville Urban Leagues conduct, «aoh year,
a Vocational Opportunity campaign for non-white students*
Vocational Opportunity week calls not only upon the
Begro youth to carve out his own future by training for a job,
choosing a Job, getting a job, and keeping a job, but upon all
America ”to cooperate In providing opportunities for youth* "
The Urban League contacts schools and sublayers to be
sure there Is a program ready to train ftegroes for raw skills
to take new Jobs, or to replace loi^es made by the transfer
of personnel*
Vocational Guidance and Counseling,* daily activity in
the Industrial Halations Bepartsaent of the Omaha and Louisville
Urban Leagues, is where youths and adults are prepared*

Those

in school and out of school, those employed and unemployed, all
are given vocational tests and counseling for future jobs*

mmm
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Despite the tegro workers1 improved economic status,
the 1050 Housing census still reveals that housing of Negroes
Is three to five times worse than that of the general pop*
uiefeloa*

Twenty-seven per cent of all the homes of non-white

families were dilapidated compared with seven per cent of all
families*

Although the tfsgro population increased substantially,

the Begro dweller occupied a somewhat smaller portion of all
occupied dwelling units*

The Begro was found to he nine and

nine-tenths per cent of the entire population hut occupied
only 8*3 per cent of the occupied dwelling units*
While ownership among Negroes increased at a higher
rate than whites— 88 per cent to 84 per cent— Begro renters
in urban localities across the nation were four times more
over-crowded in 1980 than in 1840*

Over-crowded conditions

of non-white households actually increased during the decade
from 20 to 23 per cent*

A vast proportion of low-income families

still are inadequately housed*

The social changes, however,

have brought about a higher education, better Jobs and in
creased urbanisation*

There are increased demands for acre

housing; for Negro families of moderate and middle incomes*
The broad objective of the Housing Committee of the
National Urban League 1# to throve, expend and encourage
better housing opportunities for the Negro population*
present t m

At the

a considerable amount of ©aphasia is upon privately

built and privately financed housing*

The inadequacies and difficulties that confront Hegreee
©re familiar*

than* *r* not enough desirable existing housing

facilities available for isgro occupancy.

Although the Supreme

Court has declared racial restrictive covenants invalid, ton
decision has been circumvented by wga*itlaiaaiir# agreements* not
to sail, rant or finance properties for Begro occupancy*
^opau occupancy* la atil I a new ter®.

It la widely uaad ha*

causa there ar® not enough area® where thara la privately
financed housing with open occupancy available*

lhar® ara

some builder® fasstller with the fact that the educational
and employment opportunities have changed the Begro1a ability
to buy and rant desirable housing*
builders are not seare of the fact.

the vast majority of
It is far acre difficult

to obtain credit for financing hoiaaa for legro -families than
for white and that frequently the rates are greater la known*
Evan Hegro owned financial Institutions have been alow to rec
ognise the changed economic status of many mmhmrm of their
own race*

As'of Deeejtfber 1900 there ware twenty-seven legal

reserve life Insurance companies which ware owned and operated
by Magrose ranging in sis® fro® something under #000,000 to
approximately §80,000,000 end their mortgage portfolios ware
vary small.

One of the greatest problems facing the American

community is how to rehouse minorities who are being displaced
by slum clearance for urban redevelopment.
Population*

Significant changes have taken place in

both the else and distribution of the Begro population In the

7i
decade 1940*195®.

The 1950 Census shows that there war#

14,894*000 Hegreae in the Uni tad States and they represented
9*9 per cant of the entire population*
Between 1940 and 1950, tha tiegro population increased
15*8 par cant while the entire population increased 14*8
par cant*
The ahift of negroes in tha pant daaada from farms to
eittee— partleularly northern ooaasimltlaa««haa baan aid# and
rapid*
While tha

population was doubling In 50 isat*

ropoliban areas, white® ware decreasing in number in 94 of the
cities*

tha increase of the white population for tha same

period was 43*6 per cent*

This increase was heaviest in the

standard metropolitan areas of tha vast where the increase
was 127*4 par cant as compared with 4a*9 per cent, ranging
from Buffalo with 100*1 par cant for the Ban Francisco Oak*
land area*
JfeS 2S & JQ lJW & 2I9SQ & 1 S & M *

S ig n ific a n t e h a n g *. l a

the $agrofa employment status era noted in their wider die*
trlbution in all major occupational groups and a significant
declining in faming and In demsstle service.

Besides moving

into occupations with higher incomes and increased prestige*
tha Ssgro family increased tha number of workers in the family
unit*

increased school enrollment has made the Magro wags

earner a hatter educated and more responsible worker*

It

has increased his Job security and enhanced* also Increased*
his demands for hatter housing*
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1AM X
Population, By Color* For Standard Metropolitan Areas of
Omaha. febr. antf, Louisville. My. 1940-1980
Standard Metropoll t«n Art*
Tx>oiBvlll«, Ky,
Omaha, Habraska

1930

WHITE
1940

% Inere...

610,491 397,121
348,480 312,309

28.6
11.6

WOK*WHITE
% InI960
1940 or««s«
66,409
17,918

54,383
12,844

28.2
39.6

Source? 0* S. Department of Commerce I960 Census of Dopulation
"Population of Standard iletropolitan are an and Cities of 80,000
or More By Color*1 1980-1940 19-10-81 Series PC-14 Ho. 1
The total population of standard •Metropolitan ana 1n
Louisville on April 1, 1950J 870,900 representing an Increase
of 196,427 inhabitants, or 27.9 per cent over than of 1940.
The white population of Louisville increased at a slightly
higher rate (28.8 per cent) than that of the Mon-white pop
ulation at 22.2 per cent.
tn Omaha the total standard metropolitan area experi
enced a 12.7 per cent increase.

The white population had

an 11.8 per cent increase, while the non-whites population
of Omaha increased at a rate of 39 per cent.

The actual

characteristics of Omaha population according to the Census
report of 1950 reveals that the white native population numbers
216; the foreign b o m 17,304; the non-white 17304, and of this
number 10,882 are Xegro and 571 arc of other races.
lousing. Omaha Urban League. The spatial pattern of
residential segregation among Hegross In Omaha is in general
similar to that which may be found in most northern cities.

*?a
A study by the Omaha Urban League in 1949 revealed
that tha population increased by 10*000 Negroes in 8 yearsf
during tha same period only 16 new homes wars build for
Negro occupancy.
The 1940' Mayor*s Housing Committee Survey revealed
the following conditions of Negro housingz
1} 16*2$ of Negro homes should be condemned.
2) 9.2$ need major repairs.
3) only 60$ of all homes appraised met minimum
standards of good housing.
The outlook of improvement in Megro housing in Omaha
brightens just a bit.

However* much still remains to be dona*

One out of every two Negroes in Omaha still lives in a house
that does mot meet the .minimum standards of adequate housing.
ft is interesting to note from the "Facts about the
tegro in Omaha*1 as compiled by the Omaha Urban League* 1962
the followings
A* Over-crowded housing condition— population
increased 39.6$ in 10 years as compared with 12$
for over-all population? during same period 0*200
rental and sale units were built in Omaha but only
26 available to Megro citizens.
S. Restrictive rental* financing* so called
"dentlemon’s Agreements*** and general sales prac
tices operate to prevent freedom of movement by
qualified Mgr® citizens.
0. In 1946 Mayor’s Housing Committee Survey re
vealed the following conditions of Megro housing*
1) 16.2$ of Megro homes should be condemned.
2) 9.2$ need major repairs.
3} Only 60$ of si 1 homes appraised are meeting
minimum standards of good housing.
67. Survey made by Omaha Urban League 1949.
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D. Near Norths Id© "Negro Community*1 characterised
by:
1) over-crowded, 34.9 per acre} most densely
populated single dwelling area in the city.
2) Poor traffic control; highest accident rate
in city.
3) Recreational facilities though inadequate,
not fully utilized; 6,353 children of ages 6— 18*
Group work agencies in the Hear Northsid© are
have registration of 1,706; these agencies include
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Pire Girls, YWCA,
YMCA, Christ Child, and City Pecreation. The
new Kellom Center can accomodate approximately
1 ,000.
Out of the 700 public housing units scheduled to be
built in 1950-1951, some were placed in areas where many
Negroes are now living.

The League admits that the problem

of housing faces all people but feel that the Negro is fur
ther handicapped by discriminatory policies and unwritten
laws that would eventually reduce him to the ghetto status*^
The Omaha Urban League cooperates with the Housing
Committee in an attempt to secure hoi*© s for Negroes in th©
community and staff and board members serve on various housing
committees.

Included among these the Mayor’s Housing Committee.

In 1952 the Omaha Housing authority took a very Impor
tant stand when they issued a statement that ”Negro citizens
living in public housing will No longer b© stigmatized by
being set apart In separate units."

This was a highly sig

nificant accomplishment by the Housing Committee of th© Urban
League along with the support of repres ntative citizens and
groups throughout the city*

58."Fact® About the Negro in Omaha," compiled by th©
Omaha Urban League, Dec. 17, 1952.
59* K©ms, op. pit., pp. 48-55.
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Housing. Louisville Urban League. The housing problem
me related to the fegro In Louisville la an especially serious
one, sines only limited districts are available to him for
residential purposes} and those district# where he la not
restricted have become overcrowded because of population
increases*
The devices used to restrict the;movement of Negro home
seekers are varied*

Civic Improvement Association objections*

racial restrictive covenants* condemnations, mutual agreements
among property owners, inclusion of clauses in leases which
prohibit the leasing or sub-leasing of houses to "undesirable
tenants" have all been used*
TAB!*? XI
Occupied Standard Dwelling Units, 1950.

Omaha, Nebraska and

HC-6
All Dwelling
Uhits
report Population
No,
{preliminary)
Per**
Humber
cent

Area

Louisville
Omaha

160
135

369,129
351,117

111,711
75,941

100.00
100*00

Total
Humber

>ercent'

34,444
13,263

30*3
17*§

The above table {Table XX) shows population and the
number of occupied standard unite of the cities of Louisville
and Omaha*

Louisville, according to the 1950 census, had

a total of 111,711 standard dwelling units, and a population
of 360,120*

The city of Omaha in 1950 had a population of

251,117 and 73,941 standard dwelling units.
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TABLE XII

Decupled Substandard Dialling Unite* By Tenure and Color* for
jfoleoted Areas— Louisville. Kentucky and Omaha. Nebraska
Humber of
ABBA Subatandard
dwelling
units Total
Louis- 34*444
villa
Omaha 13,263

Percent
^^gg|g||lrr~'-nrrvtnirl^-‘
^
Bon—
Bton—
Bonm i t e Whits Total white White Total Whit* tilti

100.0

69.2

30.8

24.3

17,1

7.2

75.7

52,1

23.fi
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Tha above data in Tabla XIII la baaed on tabulation# of
data from tha 1950 Census of Population and Housing*

Tha table

show# Louisville with 54*444 substandard dwelling unita with
Hegroes occupying 30,8% of them*

Omaha ha# 13*263 substandard

dwelling units with non-whites occupying 13*3 par cant of these
units*

Hon-whltea in Louisville own 7.2 par cant of substandard

homes and rant 23.6 per cant; In Omaha tha picture is a bit
different* for here non-white a owned only 5*3 par cent and rent
8*0 par cent of substandard houses.
The Louisville Urban League Board Hankers and tha Ex
ecutive Secretary work with rent control committees so that
they can protest the majority of people until adequate housing
can be attained.
The League has worked to relocate families who have
been displaced through the redevelopment of certain area# of
the city* it continually works for slum clearance and low cost
housing*
The problem among Negroes is more acute because of their
inability to obtain available houses which are being constructed
private builders with the exception of the commendable

m
consideration giver* negroes by tha Louisville Ifemlolpal Housing
Commission#

Fewer than 200 houses hava been built in Louisville

for ftegr© occupancy during th© past twenty-flve years*

For tha

most part th© physical surroundings of th© Megro fatally In tha
araaa of largaat concentration ara poor#

In "Parkland* commonly

referred to as "Little Africa," an area south of Broadway and
vast of twenty-eighth Street, most of the ffegro population lives
in districts where the quality of the housing Is substandard*
Many of the houses are "shacks* built by the present occupants#
The Louisville Urban League staff serves on housing
committees and urges and plana with the Louisville Municipal
lousing Commission, for low rent public housing, particularly
for minority groups#
"HOUSE TO

FOB HSQRO OCCHPMCY*60

*tf the truth were admitted, the following would
be a typical advertisement describing rental prop
erty for Negro occupancy in one of our larger ©ItSes#
TEH loon H0UEE, at least sixty years of age, badly
In need of repair and rede corat Ion* louse 145 cold
in winter and hot in summer* Conveniently located
near smoky factories, noisy railroad yards* Th©
neighborhood is highly deteriorated and is well
supplied with all th© factors that encourage crime
and delinquency* Heavy truck traffic in area, no
nearby playgrounds, and fire-trap school house
within walking distance* Best thing available for
nice Hegro family at exorbitant rent**
Summary* Th© 1950 Housing Census revealed in 1950 that
housing of Negroes Is three to five times worse than that of
the general population*

Twenty-seven per cent of ail homes of

60# From a paper by Heglnald A* Johnson, Director of
Field Services of the national Urban League, presented at the
Annual Conference of the SUL at Camp Atwater, Mass#, in Sept*,
194?.
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non-whit# families were dll#padat#d compared with seven per
sent of all faAll low*
The brood objective of th# Housing Committee of th®
notional Urban League lo to narrows*, eapend, and encourage
housing opportunities for th# Negro population*

there or®

not enough desirable insisting housing fftelXltiee available
for Begro occupancy#

Although tint Supremo Court ha# declared

racial res trictive covenant# invalid, th# decision ha a been
elreiMrented by "gentlemen1# agreements* not to sell, rent,
or flmnaa prwpertlee for ife§r® occupancy*
A study conducted by th® Omaha Urban League in 1040
revealed that th# population increased by 10,000 Hegroes in
alght years; during th® same period only lb m m hones war®
build for Negro oaaupanay*

the Orban League admit# that th®

problem of housing face® all paopl® but feels that th# fegro
is further handicapped by discriminatory polio!#® and unwritten
law# that would eventually reduce him to the ghetto status*
A high significant accomplishment was mad® by the Omaha
Urban League *# lousing Committee when they and other group® ashed
the Omaha Housing Authority to issue a statement that "Negro
oitlsens living in public housing will no longer be stigmatised
by being #et apart in separate units,* and it was issued.
the housing problem ft® related to the Negro in Louisville
i# an especially serious one, ®in«e only a few limited district#
are available to him for residential purposes, and these
districts are over crowded.
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Accordlag to the i960 Census of Population and lousing,
t*ouiavUlo had 54,444 substandard dwellings with Hegrocs
occupying 5 0 . of those units*

Oaaha had 15,263 substandard

dwelling unite with non-whites occupylog 16*5 par coat of
thooo units*

CHAPTEB Till

HEALTH
Better housing means that Negroes will enjoy better
health*

There have been definite improvements in th© Negro*s

health as witnessed by his lowered death rate*

The Negro

community continues to suffer poor health conditions*

The

fact 1® that there are not enough Negro doctors, hospitals,
and other facilities available.

Those available are often

inadequate and/or complicated by the quota system.

The lowered

economic condition of Negroes does not allow them to purchase
needed medlcal care; and ignorance of the rudiments of good
health practices Increases the mortality rates*
In 1940 a report of the President** Committee on Civil
Bights indicated that the ratio of Negro physicians to the
total population of the country was about on© to 3,577, while
that of th© total number of physicians to general population
of the country was on© to 750,

. The condition was worse in

th© south where in 1940 there were about 2,000Negro doctors,
or only one to every 4,900 colored persons,

There are fewer

dentists and other professional personnel in proportion to the
population*

It is generally recognized that there are definite

limitations on the supply of such personnel as a result of
economics and discrimination*
Policies of some schools definitely limit the number
of applicants according to a predetermined quota system based
on religion and race*

Further, hospitals and clinics In many

a#
places do not provide opportunities for skill® to be sharpened*
This serve® to Increase disorganisation in the Negro community
by withholding health service® to those in need*
This condition 1® evidenced by problem® presented by a
number of Urban Leagues which have attacked the evil®*

Atlanta

Urban League made a study which ascertained that hospital and
clinic faellltee were not provided in proportion to th© need®
of the Negro population*

It also learned that th© Negro

professional personnel 1® definitely handicapped and stultified
since nowhere in the city may a Negro physician serve an in-*
temshlp or residency*

Negroes could not participate in post-*

graduate activities and were not kept abreast of advance in
the nodical sciences*

the latter situation has been cleared

somewhat by the League in securing the cooperation of leery
Dhivereity to provide weekly post-graduate clinics for the
thirty-seven Atlanta Negro doctors*
tn the matter of hospital facilities for tuberculosis,
Dr. Julian Lewis indicated that the number of hospital and
saniterium beds for colored patients is woefully insufficient*
To compare the North end South there Is even greater deficiency
in the north, where bed® are seldom set aside for Hegroes, and
others ere given preference for available beds*

The simple

facts of health and life as they relate to the Hegro are
amaslng, and alarming to say the least*

Xf you are a colored

American your life expectancy at birth is 10 years less than
your non-Negro compatriot as a general rule*

Xf you are a male

you may expect an average of £7# years, If you are female you
are favored by 61 years expectancy*

On the other hand, white

m
expectancy is 05*1 years and whit© female expectancy
la 70*3 years* a general difference of m m

7| years in favor

of tha whit© mala child and 9 years in favor of tha whit© f©m l © ohild*
deoadea*

To he anr© these differences vary in dl ff©rout

Hi© gap becomes lea© with incraaaad ages* yet th©

fact ramIn© that* generally* a far too short Ilf© expectancy
exists in th© non-whit© population*

Let us first take note

of some of the causes of the difference in Ilf© expectancy*
Reports reveal that the negroes* losses are due to the (1) res
piratory diseases* including tuberculosis* pneumonia and influensaj (2) syphlllls; (3) degenerative diseases* including
cerebral hemorrhage and nephritis* {4} homicides*
Xhiring the last 12 years there have been many gains In
the health of the American Hegro*

There still remain* however*

a wide disparity between the mortality figures of the white
and colored populations*

It should be stated that education*

improvement of living standard® and economic conditions have
helped rale© the standard of Megro health*

The development

of health opportunities among tf©gross over the past 12 years
has proven the ability of the le^r© to respond favorably to
all measures of health betterment*

Thus* during the last dec

ade we have seen the gap between the two races as relates to
mortality grow smaller and smaller*
Infant mortality Is still 85$ higher on a national basis*
To be sure there are evident trends toward lower rates In all
these areas*

These areas still remain too high and are actually

appalling in some southern communities and likewise in some
congested northern urban areas*

In other words, has the med~

leal magi© of our present day eluded the Hegro population on
a national level? if so why?

By statistical evaluation we

must agree that the mortality rates of th® legro population
today are those of the whites twenty years ago*

Ihes© are

the sad facts of health, but they are nevertheless true*
One of the r easons for high mortality lies in the status
of the health professions*

It takes physicians, dentists,

nurses and auxiliary personnel to provide health resources*
Latest reports show 201,000 physicians in the United States*
In 1900 there were 120.000* There has, therefare, been an
Increase of two-thirds in the medical force in the last 50
years*

There are some revealing and startling items in this

general picture*

First about 57$ of the total medical force

are specialists*

This means the"generally there are about

74,000 specialists*

About 63$ of the remainder are general

practitioners with about 15$ of this group who are doing some
special work*

This medical group 1® broken down further in

the following manners about 3,700 are In administrative capacities,
about 24,878 are Internes and residents*

About 12,563 are in

governmental service and 150,417 are in practise*

There are

less than 4,000 Hegro physicians in the entire United States,
roughly less than 8$ of the total*

there are about 120 certified

specialists in th® entire group, cohered with 74,000 in other
groups*

The bulk of the Megro population, some 10 to 11 millions,

live in the south, where medical services are desperately needed

at
and woefully laeklitg on a general basis.

In some areas health

facilities for the Negro are largely non-existent.

By ratio

we find that there la one colored physician for about every
3,500 Negroes.

The population standard of medical care re*

quires a ratio of one to 1,500.

In the south the ratio of

Negro physicians to population la one to 0,200 persons.

Five

thousand more physicians are needed to render even a borderline
standard of medical aervlee to Negro people.
One reason for the great deficit in medical personnel
lies in the attitudes and policies of the 79 medical schools
in the United States*
Negroes freely*

Only two of these medical schools admit

Howard and leharry produce about 130 physicians

ye&rlyi the other 77 medical schools in the United States pro*
due# about 15 doctors (Negro) yearly.

The production of only

145 doctors Is inadequate to meet the community needs.
In Iiouisville one of the most discussed problems is In
general health eduction for Negroes.

In this community there

is a lack of opportunity for professional Improvement for
Negro physicians in the General Hospital, and lack of nursing
training.

The city of Louisville and that state as a whole

do not attract new doctors.

As a result the number of physicians

and dentists has steadily declined In the last twenty years.®®

01.
Beaus 0. Bobinson, Diplomat, American College of
Surgeons, and President, Detroit Urban League (Speech delivered
at the 1950 Annual Conference of the HTJL, Sept# 5, Grand Bapids,
Michigan.
©2* Louisville Urban League, Annual Heport, I960-
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fha Louisville Urban Le% ue1s staff members « w partis*
ularly interested in this particular problem*

They serve oa

various health committees and anoouraga res oneible eltlsens
to open all haalth faeilitlaa for Negros a*
Tha Louisville Urban League has worked with other
agencies on health problems for 30 years*

They know that "Low

economic status, rather than inherent racial characteristics,
is the reaction to disease, thus appears to account in a
large measure for the higher disability vote observed among
Negroes*

From thle fact it follows that the health problems

of Negroes are more than the average white population since
they represent in the mass a low*lneoise group, unleavened, as
in the white population, by any considerable number in the
higher income range
The League considered It necessary to take as one of
its main problems "Improving Health Facilities for Negroes.w
a joint eomlttee of the southern regional council and the
Louisville Urban League to implement the permissive legislative
measures contained in W

#447, which was passed in the general

assembly, had as its main objectives the following five pointss
1) Work to carry out the intent and spirit of
the Bill as well as the actual provisions.
2) To have Negro trainees enroll in General
Hospital#s Nurse training course as well as to have
the affiliation with Wed Cross Hospital.
3) To obtain internships for Negro physicians
In General Hospital.

63. The United States Public Health Service Survey,
1955*1936.
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4} To explore the possibilities for enrollment
of fegro trainees in the lurae training course
of private hospitals.
0) To make possible opportunities for post-graduate
work and courtesy and privileges for Negro physicians
In General Hospital and other hospitals throughout
the state.
On Tuesday, March 16, 1948, at the General Assembly,
House Bill Ho# 447 was reported to the senate from the House*
It was enacted by the General Assembly of the commonwealth
of Kentucky that "the provision of £«.&•S* 163.0S0 shall not
be construed to prohibit the giving of itistructions In nursing,
medicine, surgery, or other rela ted courses of graduate grade
or on the professional level within any hospital, If the
governing body of th© hospital, by rsajority vote of its mem
bers, so elects**65
Tint11 1951, the Louisville Urban League was a co-sponsor
of Negro Health Week*

Health workshops were held through the

cooperation of other agencies*

Neighborhood group® were urged

to use rat control and to participate in clean-up campaigns
In an effort to raise health standards and conditions in the
community*
The health problems of Omaha eltlsens are of special
concern to the Omaha Urban League and to the entire nation*

64* Beauias of Purposes and Minutes of the Southern
Regional Council and the Louisville tJrban League, Committee
on Hospital Bill ft 447*
65* Commonwealth of Kentucky, General Assembly, House
Bill Ho. 447, Tuesday, March 16, 1948*
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To quote from th# 1047 Omaha Urban league annual report i

*If

comparative vital statistics may b# used aa an index of health
statue of a minority groups, then th# health of th© Uegro In
Omaha Is neither better nor worse than that of other cltlaena *
However, other conditions in the Negro community (enjoyment
and housing) being what they are, there are reasons to believe
the ^egr© has a higher Illness rat© than other groups**
Opportunities for Negroes in medical and nursing educations in Omaha and the state are increasing*

But the date

and the private universities offer courses to Negros s leading
to degrees in medicine, dentistry, and nursing in the local
hospitals only to a limited degree*
During 1048 the League, through its Health Committee,
sponsored a youth Health Institute, distributed 3 , 0 0 0 pieces
of health literature In 1,500 Negro homes, made a health survey
of 915 families and made available to the community a health
speakers bureau*

The health survey pointed out a number of

factors affecting Negro health in Omaha} namely, less than
one-half of all parents interviewed had even a general knowledge
of the health facilities and services available in the mmmmityt
about the same proportion of families had regular family physicians
end only one of every four families had used the services of a
physician or clinic within a two year period*

Eight of every

ten children, however, had been immunised against the common
diseases of children*
As of December 1, 1948, the Health Committee initiated
a year-round health education program for the purpose of
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reaching every legro family in Omaha*

the Committee m k m

available on request a health education service made up of a
physician, a nurse and health film*

The Urban League cooperstea

with community, public and private health agencies to the end
that Omaha will he a healthier place in which to live*
Cooperating with the Nebraska Tuberculosis association,
the Urban League Health Committee organised and educated the
community for an X-ray survey*

Boor to door canvassing wee

made by civic groups who urged each household to take advantage
of th® Survey.
According to ”Facts About the Negro in Omahan compiled
by the Omaha Urban League In the 1952 report j Negroes have
a higher incidence of Illness than do whites in the eommiitityf
While Negro citisens are admitted to all of th# eleven hos
pitals, only four permit thorn to stay in wards with white
patients; and, the existing health facilities, visiting nurses
services, Well-baby clinics, T*B. X-ray Survey, Etc*, are only
given token utilisation*
Summary*
health*

1he Hegro community continues to suffer poor

tn th® medical profession (in Louisville} Negro doctors

are not admitted to the A**#A. local medical societies and
are thus prevented from practicing in white hospitals*

They

have no chance to become specialists by practice and training*
If you are a colored American, your life expectancy at
birth Is ten years less than non-Negro citisens*
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The majority of Negro deaths ara ana to (1) respiratory
diseases, including tuberculosis, pneumonia and influensaj
(2) ayphilliai (3) degenerative diseases, including cerebral
hemorrhage and nephritis* (4) Homicides,
In some araaa haalth facilities for th® Negro are largely
non-existent*

By ratio it was obaarvad that there i» one colored

physician for about every 3,500 Negroes*
There are 79 medical schools in the country but only
two of these schools admit negroes freely,

Howard and leharry

(Negro Schools) produce approximately 130 physicians yearly$
the other 77 medical schools in the United States produce about 10
Negro doctors yearly* this totals 145 doctors which is inadequate
to meet the coaasmsiities needs.
To bring about better health facilities the houiiwille
Urban League cooperated with the Southern Eegional Council to
Implement the passing of bill #447 at the General Assembly.
The passing of the bill now permits Negroes to (1) enroll in
the General Hospitals nurse training courses (2) to obtain
internships for Negro physicians In General Hospital,
The Omaha Urban League , though its health committee
sponsors youth health institutes, circulated general health
literature, makes health surveys and makes available to the
community a health speakers bureau.

CHAPTER IX
CQ&SUNITY ommtZATZOH
Community organisation la ore of the major services
of the Urban League in term® of developing civic pride and
potential leadership In the community,

The Urban League

is in a strategic position to point out the need for changes
in the environment.

These changes will give Negro &igrants

a better chance of passing successfully through the crisis of
rebirth.

If Intolerable living conditions, inadequate public

services, and job discrimination are making a difficult process
even more difficult, th© Urban League has the responsibility
of enlisting community action to overcome these conditions*
This Is the function which th© League fulfills through its
increasingly effective community relations projects and through
its special campaigns on such issues as housing, community
betterment, ete*^®
Th© National Urban League defines community organisation
as the organisation of a specific area of a community by the
residents to Improve the Bring conditions of th© neighborhood
and to make the moat of th© facilities already provided#

Super*

vision and direction of th© "neighborhood docks? activities ere
normally carried on through th© Urban Leagues Community Organisa
tion and group work programs*
The Local Urban Leagues through their oomounlty planning
provide programs to fill in gaps in servlees which usually is
a constant operation*

This is so because as on© gap is filled

d¥*ri,Squal Economic Opportunity”, dfl* cit*, p* 17*

m
others are opened.

In feet* oltlsens will net hold to the same

old programs initiated many year# age.

The African community

has become dynamic In character which has brought about the
necessity to introduce new building codes* new toning regulations
and new sanitation codes.

In many cases the schools are found

to be on short sessions! the attendance officers and the juvenile
court officers seem to have an understanding with the truants
and the delinquents.

It is this for these reasons that the

academic mortality of youth progresses despite the opportunities
in public education.
In the American Community today are observed an over
crowding and demand for rental property.

Finance agencies have

the money but builders aren’t interested in construction for
the common man.

The taxpayer’s money is spent for preventive

and recreational programs, but areas of congestion remain with
out them.
Neighborhood Organisation (Louisville Urban League.}
The Urban League ha# found it necessary to go to the "grass
roots* in order to build community spirit in the Hegro community.
This is a technique used in many of the local Leagues* that is*
to divide the Negro eommnlty into neighborhoods and blocks with
a program based on common community needs.
Community Organisation* a department of the Louisville
Urban League* was Inaugurated in March* 1949.

The purpose of

the program was to organise the community on a neighborhood basis
so that residents of a particular area might properly handle their
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neighborhood problem**

This program attempts to bring together

Wegro eltlaen’s needs with the community resources available
to help them*

It’s primarilly concerned with getting better

housing, health and recreational facilities and welfare
services for Negroes— and to further public education on the
subject of Negroes and racial problems#
Its major functions includes
1) Doing research on problems affecting Negroes•
2) Serving as a center of Information on Megro
life and making this information available to
the community#
3) Planning, initiating and supervising adult
education programs for Megroea In the low Income
group#
4) Cooperating actively with public and private
agencies In the solution of common community
social welfare problems#
5) Stimulating public and private agencies to
provide services on a truly democratic basis#
6) Working to Improve race relations#
7) Providing professional staff services to
neighborhood clubs#
:4ore specifically, the clubs are concerned with
carrying out the following program*
1) Conduct educational activities that will
help the Negro to take hie rightful place in
the life of the city#
2) Reduce crime and delinquency by providing
whilesome neighborhood recreation and enter
tainment#
3) Provide an effective means of cooperating
with public and private agencies in all programs
for the good of the community#
4) Provide a means of community action whenever
It I® required to solve a problem of importance
to the community as a whole#
5) Stimulate good public housekeeping on the
part of owners and tenants*
The neighborhood Improvement program of the Louisville
Urban League has a full time professional staff worker who
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heads up this particular program#

The duties of this Oommmltf

Organisation Secretary are to organise and supervise the program
of neighborhood clubs* and to refer club members to the proper
authorities whenever a neighborhood problem arises which the
club la desirous of having corrected*. In Louisville the
Community Organisation Secretary has organised eight neighbor**
hood clubs Into self-respectin& units,

Ih every case after

the organisation of these clubs It was observed that morale
had been strengthened, potential leadership spotted and encour
aged* and* more important still* a great many people have been
made to feel that they have a stake In the democratic way of
life.

Playgrounds have been set up and equipped with rears**

tlonsl facilities In some of our most blighted areas— places
that hitherto had been Ideal breeding grounds for juvenile

delinquency#
The neighborhood clubs work has resulted in more bus
stops In particular areas! the installation of traffic controls!
the elimination of some health hsserds in the neighborhoods!
securing sewers and running water for their area! a clean up
and rat control program inaugurated and recreational facilities
made available#6**

67# Louisville Urban League* *tonual Peport* Louisville
Urban League Membership Meeting** 1930•
£8# Ibid*
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On# of the club# contacted several industries encouraging
them to Improve th® physical appearance of their plants giving
special emphasis to th® paper and trash which collected around
the plants detracting from the appearance of th# entire community.
Sea© other problem® these clubs have worked on:
1} Worked-with the alr~pollutloa board to curb
the debris and flying ash which was circulating
from a defective smoke stack at a local lumber yard,
2) Cooperated with the crime prevention bureau in
trying to eliminate a tavern in the community which
was having a detrimental influence upon Its youth*
3) Participated in the clean-up and yard beauti
fication campaignss•
4} Obtained sewers for a neighborhood,
5) Secured street lights,
6{ obtained a water line.
7) Initiated a project to obtain Kindergarden
in a neighborhood,
3) solicited blood donors for the American
Had Cross,
9) through concerted efforts eliminated the
raising of hogs in the community*
10) Obtained additional bus transportation, street
light# and caution sign® at dangerous intersections.
The fact that the Urban League Is able to reach important
city, county, and state officials does mean that it is in a
position to exert some Influences toward securing better
community services,
Omaha (Community Organisation,) There is an awareness
on the part of the Omaha Urban League Board of Birectors that
certain progress has been achieved in race relations.

However,

to Insure further progress t e League requested in 1052 that
the budget committee of the Omaha Community Chest give serious
and sympathetic considerations toward the hiring of a full-time
Community Organisation Secretary,
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Thin proposed plan a® pro sentod to the Community Cheat
for a Community organisation secretary eonalsted of several
purposes i
A# To throve and develop the well-being of the
legro eltlsen and his family,
B« To encourage the Megro eltlean to face the
adversities of his community constructively and
courageously.
The Immediate oh]active would he the organising of
existing neighborhood groups (over 60 in all) for a program
of oommnlty improvement through intelligent utilisation of
existing agencies, resources, and through a program of educa
t i o n a l projects designed to stimulate a sense of pride and
challenge in individual* .and family* and community self-improve
ment,
Sxamplee of activities In addition to the dally and
interpretive job would bet

1,Setting up paint up and clean up contest*

2m

Sponsoring back and front yard beautifica
tion projects,

5* Arrange clinics with existing resources for
family budgeting and meal planning* also home
decoration,
4, Join your FTA leek for parents,
5, Enrol! your child la Y 1CCA* YISCA* Girl Scout,
Boy Scout* and Settlement House Projects,
6 , Assist health authorities In promoting
physical exams* blood testa* ?B X-rays* pre
natal and maternal education* mental health
programs* and proper sanitation,
7, Forums and me tings on financing for
homes or home improvements,69

if* Board of Birectors* Omaha Urban League* BTo the
Budget Committee of the Omaha Community Chest, June 13* 195$ •
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Hi 1953* the Community Chest approved the recommendation
of the budget committee for ths development of e community
organisation department end for the hiring of a full-time
community organisation secretary to head up this work.
Summary,
enlisting

The Urban. League has the responsibility of

community action to over come Intolerable living

conditions* inadequate public services and Job discrimination.
The organisation of eight neighborhood clubs into self
respecting units by the Louisville Urgan League has strengthened
the morale of the Kegro cifelscna*

the work of the neighborhood

clubs have resulted in more bus stops* the installation of
traffic controlsf the elimination of some health hasards in
the neighborhoods| and securing severs and running water for
their area,
in Omaha during 1933* there will be a Community Or
ganisation program organised,

the proposed program’s purposes

as presented to the Community Chest are to improve and develop
the veil being of the Xegro" eltisen and his family and to
encourage the Hegro eltlean to face the adversities' of his
community constructively and courageously*

mmtm x
mm mutXMs
Race relatione Is undoubtedly the meet Important foundation
upon which the entire Urban League program rests.

Its successful

functioning can* in part* determine the future of the community#
the country* the world*

interracial understanding* in the long

run* is best Judged by the willingness of every individual to
regard all people as similar individuals having the same desires*
ambitions* and goals*

Many m y contend that this is an ideal

never to be realised* but it is an ideal embodied in the American
Creed to which the Urban League is d ed i c a t e d S o c i o l o g i s t s and
students of racial problems from abroad have marveled that there
has been relatively little trouble accompanying the process of
race adjustment in America#

Particularly in this ease when they

attempt to measure the social impact of the migration of upwards
of a million Negroes from the South to the industrial centers of
the North during the past quarter century*
There can be no question that race relations have been amaz
ingly good when one considers all the factors Involved in the
steady expansion of the Negro population that has characterised
urban communities*

Those of us who live close to this problem

sometimes forget that the maintenance of cordial relations bet
ween the two racial groups is not due to accident or the Indifference
of the white population* or to sous peculiar trait of the negro
himself* but to the conscious efforts of a few Negro and white

TO*

Opportunity* Journal of Msmro Life, ?ol* IT (Sept,* 1939)*
p* 323*
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oltlsens who* without fanfare* have exerted every effort to adjust
the Negro to hie environment on one hand* and to align and make
effective the forces of constructive good will among the white
population on the other*7*
The effort Involved in the development of a program which was
designed to raise the living standards of Negroes and* at the same
time* to win the respect of the dominant white population*
program the National Urban League has given to America*

Such a

It is a

program which has withstood the assaults of time and change because
it has met a dire need*

The same need exists still.72

The Omaha Urban League and the Louisville Urban League used
practically the same techniques in serving the community to foster
good relations*

Staff members of both Leagues are called upon

several times a month to make speeches and talks to various civic
groups* clubs* and other organizations to discuss techniques of
better racial understandings*

The Urban League endorses and fights

for •progressive* legislation such as F.E.P.0. and Rousing bills
on a national and local level.
Radio stations and television stations have from time to time
presented programs promoting interracial good will and have worked
hand in hand with the League in its annual Vocational Opportunities
week*

*fhe area of race relations generally embraces every phase

of the Urban League program.

Specifically* the functions are those

of promoting interracial understanding*

It is believed that the

eradication of prejudice is dependent upon the opportunity for
people of all races to know and to understand each other."78

71. Whitney M. Young* *The St. Paul Urban League Survey**
University of Minnesota* August, 1947* p. 57,
72. Ibid* p. 58«

73. flaa to

]iEbaaidis&aa.sssA tomzl aatatl.1252. p-8.
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Prejudice is universal,

whenever you hear an individual

begin by saying* *X have no prejudice in this matter at all9* then
you understand that this Individual does not understand what he is
tad king about*

We all have prejudices; most prejudices cause all

of us to act in prescribed ways, to evaluate people according to
eertnin accepted schemes,

But in addition to these prejudices

which we &bsorbethrough group attitudes* we alec have a goad many
prejudices which arise out of our own individual personal needs psychiatrist* call them agressive needs*
The person who is secure of a sense of hie own knowledge* his
own place in the world* and hie own nights* does not feel it
74
necessary to expose his prejudices or even to have them,
negroes have always been America9# most conspicuous minority
group.

This has been true partly because they constitute a full

ten per cent of the population* partly because most of them have
physical features which allow them to be distingulsed from most
ether Americans* and partly because they have been the ^friagts of
greater prejudice and discrimination,

There is another and more

significant rea sente large part of America1# hi storied development*
its politics* its relations with other nations* and even its
intwrml ««ltoM bav, b»*n
Mttltoo

by th* eon m o t b,t*,tn

Hoarooi. Tbo | w « «*Jorlty of *»ot*lewi Nogroos hso#

been concentrated in the Southern States,

It would be no exaggera

tion to say that the major determinant in the white Southerner*s
life - at least* Insofar as it is dlntinguised from the white
mm
northerner1® life - has been his relation* with Negroes,

74, Belle Boone Beard* "Toward and Understanding of Race
Relations9* Human Bights and Human Relations* p« 17*
7$, Arnold M« Hose* "The Begre in Post-War America9* p, $•
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Other jgoBBi %| Work. In mere recent years* there has been e
rlee in the number of liberal white group* interested in the

, » * 4 of flfHMSl.Ua pollolo* to i o w f l M _M U »■ »o ’A lto *.
Net only have there arisen small groups in both North and South
whose mein activity has been t© work for a more demceratio status
for Negroes, but there have been a host of organizations with other
purposes which insist on equality for Negroes in their programs.
These include labor unions* church groups* legislative pressure
groups, and * above all - the federal government since the presi
dency of franklin B, Roosevelt*
The 0 ,I,o# unions have racial equality as part of their
formal policy, end the A,F,i»» unions have come a long way toward
protecting Negro workers in the industries they have organized.
Some of the largest unions have committees to combat intolerance.
The federal Council of Churches has a Race Relations Department,
and so do many of the individual Protestant denominations.

The

Catholic Church has interracial councils organised in almost every
city and* in a few cities* has the equivalent of interracial settle
ment houses*

Almost ail religious Ieador# are trying to break down

segregation in their churches and schools* though only a few have
been successful.

The Jewi#i defense organizations (the Anti-

Defamation League, the American Jewish Oommittee, the American
Jewish Congress* and the Jewish Labor Committee) spend a good deal
of time and effort In helping to secure rights for Negroes,

Some

of the defense organizations - Jewish* Catholic, Negro, Japanese,
(Urban League), etc, - serve to bring pressure on Congress and some
state legislatures to enact legislation for civil rights which
benefit Negroes as well as ethers.

Rousing reform groups, civic

Improvement associations* lobbies for organised labor, civil liberties
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committees, etc,, often put Into their propaganda a plug for
equal rights for Negroes,7®

Sjsmmz& 11 MSAm*

The mess arrival of Negro migrants to

Urban oitles has been taken too lightly by elty officials and*
consequently* too often have they been forgotten, particularly#
when it comes to dispensing the public services of health and
sanitation* polios protection, elinle facilities, and the like,
this responsibility Is on# that the Urban League has taken in
representing these new unwanted citizens.
The organized Influence of the League1# interracial leader
ship follows a series of events in order to help solve minority
problems.

The offices of Mayors and Health and Safety Commissions

and educational authorities, and the matting rooms of city Counoils
and hospital boards became regular ports of call for the Urban
League staff,

There were many heated arguments forty years ago

when League spokesmen debated with public officials the simple
issue of equal distribution of public services on the basis of
need and the public interest rather than the raeiel complexion of
neighborhoods.
Today it is the exceptional community In most parts of the
country that needs this hind of argument.

This phase of the League9s

work has been done well enough to Impressupon federal, state* and
local officialdom the terrific alternative cost b o m s by the commu
nity when the basic needs of people ere neglected —

and that these

costs make the left-bended practice of racial prejudice by short
sighted offiel els am extremely expensive matter to the whole
community.

The Urban League has just about worked itself out of

this job in meet sections.

76, Ibid, p. u.

im
similarly# under the persistent hammering of Urban League
insistence, the public employment services In most states are mew
accepting as their ncsponslbility the task of placing Negro Job
applicants in employment suited to their capabilities*

It scarcely

seems possible today* but as recently as a dosen years ago, directors
of state employment services argued with honest conviction that
racially discriminatory Job orders presented by employers must
act be even mildly challenged by the interviewers receiving the
order for fear that the service would lose the employer’s custom *»
l«e*, lose the opportunity to give the employer a free service
that he could not duplicate elsewhere without considerable

c o s t *7 7

Due to the representation of the Urban League for twenty
years or more as an authority in working with minority problems,
the United States Employment Service and the Urban League have a
working agreement*

This agreement brings local Urban Leagues and

their state employment services In thirty states into s close coop*
srative relationship in the whilseals placement of Negro Job seekers*
One notes a tremendous change having taken place over the
past forty years*
are very rare*

Social agencies that once drew the color line

However, there are still problems of inadequate

standards of care for Megre clients; racial segregation In the use
of facilities, a bone of contention in numerous communities*1^
Changes la Legal Status* There has been little change In the
problem of legal protection since 1940.

In ail probability, there

is no appreciable decline In beating, tbreetenlng, or physical co
ercion of iegroes in the South, or in cheating them or destroying
their property*

Lynching, which decreased steadily from 1900 to 1940,

77* "Eqjiai! ^iqoncwnic Opportunity,” o£. clt., p. 26.
78* Rd&©V-op. clt., p. 14.
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reached a low plateau in the latter year and does not sesm to
disappear,
even though public sentiment against it mounts in both
v
North and South.79

During the year 1952, there were no recorded

eases of lynghlng.
Negroes today, as never before, are increasing their protest
which has h' ghtened race pride and has aided in raising the morale
of Negroes.

Especially since the Second World War, there has been

a greater tendency to act as a unified group in matters affecting
Negroes as a group.

Negroes have sore understanding, more self-

confidence of daily issues that affect their lives.
The reaction of whites to these changes within the Negro
group takes various foras.

done whites are increasingly antagonised

by what they regard as a smart Negro.

Others are mostly concerned

with how far Negroes will go in demanding full equality and
constantly ask Negroes, "Would you be satisfied if you had this,
but not that?9 Still others have bacons Inpressed by the increas
ing power of the Negro group, and have sought to make alliance with
Negroes.
imlMilteMJteMXmU
Louisville, sandwiched between Tennessee, a traditional Jin
crow state; West Virginia, only lukewarm in treating Negroes fall&y;
Indiana, which regards Kentucky as its unkept backyard; and Ohio,
where civil rights adorn the statute books, makes Louisville eltlsnes
the victims of conflicting Influences.

Considerable progress has

been made in Louisville and environs, but there are many old timers
who recall that the Negro was better off there at the beginning of
the Twentieth Century.

At this time, segregation was not practiced

79. Rose, l o c . c l t . .
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in the public auditor!ana, parks, and playgrounds*

Certain skills

wars almost dominated by Negroes, and resulted in mere comparative
group wealth*
In 1963, Louisville Is still a Jin orow town*

there is no

question of the faet that ltegroee die earlier than whites, that the
pattern of housing is still that of slums and getto5 that in spite
of relatively minor gains, the over all pattern of employment
remains one of rank discrimination and virtually without opportunity
for on-the-Job training and upgrading*

Thus, one finds only one

Negro stenographer employed in the City Hall (an Urban League
placement); no switchboard operators, and no bus drivers or cab
drivers employed by white fires*

The Urban League was able to

place two salesgirls in one of the smaller department stores but
has no suooess in making this project universal in all stores* '
Two of Louisville9# largest department stores, Stewart9e and
Selman9s, refuse to permit Negroes to try on garments*
the hotels will openly house or feed Negroes*

None of

The theaters, parks,

eating places, baseball park, railway stations, municipal auditorium,
service clubs, churches, common schools, hospitals, professional
societies and employment services are all segregated,

Kentucky

pays a tremendous price for this prejudice*
Even at this, Louisville is more liberal than other cities
in the commonwealth, but it is legally bound to observe the laws
of the state*
schoola*

The state constitution requires separate common

Until I960, at the General Assembly, Negroes were admitted

only to the graduate school of the University of Kentucky, and it
took a court order to do this.
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Opening of the parks mill bo out of the steps toward eqaality*
It will ellain*to and diseeurags negroes froa driving to Indiana to
enjoy reerestion unlialted and suffering the laeonvsalenees of
antra di stones and tiae* to say nothing of feting danitd adnltalon
to faeillttes wtiieh tfeolr awn tan dollara help to ftalatain#
Louisville vas among tha first southern oitita to have Wagr©
poll asm eti and flreaen.

However* only Negro polieeaeat walk together

in the moat eefteentrated Negro araa known at tha aaaond distriot*
an the other hand, Heroes aannot raaaahar whan the? ware
segregated on etraat aara and buses#
gladly haul them*

fallow and Ohaokar Cafes

Ultra la a IIogre deputy ooaaty tax ooanlsslonsr*

an assistant eo®neiiwealth attorney*

Also* one finds deputy

sheriffs* welfare eoart, and other government workers*

Negroes

are represented on tha Board of Aldaroan, Library Board* Community
Cheat Board* lousing Ceamislesi * Girl Senate* f«M#C*A* beards*
and several welfare agenelea#
Undoubtedly* the felggaet gain iaterraelally haa bean In the
field of education*

Subsequent to tha fereed admission to tha

Uni war sity of fentacky* the General Assembly aaiandad the day law
and Negroes *ware voluntarily admitted to the fallowing schoolat
Vniwarsity of Louisville* ieliawine* latereth and Ursuline
College* Southern Baptist Theological Seminaryf the Presbyterian
Theological Seminary end Berea College* whieh graduated Wagroaa
prior to 1004 and* fey the passing of tha Bay Law* also has seweral
students#

ni
Summary*

flie entire foundation of the Urban League

le basically a philosophy of race relations*

Without a good

Interracial cooperative program* there would not be an Urban
League*

It is this type of race relations that enables one

to evaluate the achievements of an Urban League*
The National Urban League has given to America a program
designed to raise the living standards of Negroes and, at the
same time* has won the respect of the dominant whites*
fhs Dasha and the Louisville Urban Leagues engage in
practically the same methods and techniques in effecting better
community and rams relations*

Among some techniques used are

the promotions of racial understanding through speeches and
talks to various club groups*
Labor unions have made contributions toward racial
equality by accepting ffegroes as members and then protecting
Negro workers in the industries which they have organised*
There are several other organisations# Jewish* Catholic*
Japanese* and Negro* which have contributed to improved race
relations*
In recent years* one notices a greater degree of under*
standing between white end Negro people| this partly is due
to the rise of a larger number of liberal white groups who
are Interested in the spread of democratic policies*

Ifcese

groups are found in both the south and the north and they
Include labor unions* church groups* legislative pressure
groups* and a b o v e , ell* the federal government*
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the organised influences of the League *a interracial
leadership permits the Urban League to have a elose working
relationship with the offices of the mayor* health and safety
commissions* educational authorities* and provides staff men*
hers to meet regularly with other eity and state officials*
The Urban League usually takes the lead In formulating
basic constructive theories for the improvement of racial under*
standing among all American people*
During the year 1952* there were no known recorded
cases of lynching*
In Louisville* Kentucky* and Omaha* Nebraska* race
relations have improved* jet Jim crow practices still exist*
Perhaps the biggest interracial gain in Louisville has been
in the field of education*

Jfcgroee now attend all of the

local colleges*
It is generally agreed that the Urban League has achieved
success in the m tter of improved race relations*

The precise

influence of the League Is difficult to gauge* since other
organisations have also aimed at improving race relations*
However* in employment and housing the Urban League has played
a rather unique role and must be credited with having a sig
nificant Impact on these increasingly equal1tartan conditions*

CHAPfm XI
smmmt
The end of the Civil War brought emancipation to the
Negro which led to the removal of legal restrictions on his
mobility*

Because he owned little land he chose to migrate

to the northers areas*

The great migration* starting in lBii

and continning in waves from then* bnrngh changes in the dis
tribution of Negroes in the United States*
In 190®* William H* Baldwin* Jr** President of the
Long Island Hallroad and President of the General Mucatioa
Board* formed an organization sailed nThe Committee for Im
proving the Industrial Condition of Negroes in New York Clty.w
tn the same year lias Prances Keller formed *The League for
the protection of Colored Women*11 There was also one other
organisation*

In 1911 these groups* Interested in improving

the economic conditions among Urban Negroes* united to form
the National Urban League*

in a few years the Urban League

became the most iiaportant agency lit America in dealing with
the mass migration of Negroes to northern communities*

The

National Urban League* with its central office in New York#
is the parent organisation*

In order to expand the work of

the League in southern communities* it has a Southern Field
Branch Office in Atlanta* Georgia*

The National Urban League

is governed by an executive Interracial board*
The sixty local urban Leagues carry on multiple activitiest
day nurseries* sometimes baby clinics and child placement agencies*
and oecassionally schools for Negro girls who have become pregnant}
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clubs for boys* girls* mothers* neighborhoods end other groups|
training schools for clerical workers and Janitors or domestics}
Farent-Teaohers Associations} study groups in trade unionism}
health week* and so on*
None of the Local Urban Leagues can afford to become
active in all these fields* but a primary task of all Leagues
is to find Jobs* more Jobs* better Jobs for Negroes*

The

possibilities of Vocational training have been kept open to
Negro youth* and the youth themselves have to be encouraged
to be ambitious#

The National Urban League is the general

staff for all this work#

It directs and inspires# it coordinates

and evaluates the experiments made in one place or another*
it conducts community surveys and other research work* it
educates and sometimes agitates} among. legroes to Improve them
selves* among whites to reduce prejudice and give negroes a
fair chance#
Local Urban Leagues have been active in the Civilian
Defense Fregram* recruiting and helping to train volunteer
workers* assisting in the sale of defense and war bonds*
disseminating information for consumers* and carrying on
similar activities#
The exact time when the first Negro set foot on Nebraska
I soil is not known#

Legend has it that am exploring expedition

headed by a monk* Fray Marcos* touched the south eastern part
of the state in 1559#

A Negro servant Is supposed to have

been a member of the party#

The first formal Negro Church in Nebraska was the St*
John’s African Usthodiat Episcopal# organised in 1876.
Of .

.!».> for

The

««. «. . «

of whites was the first concrete effort put forth to deal in
an Interracial way with some of the soelal-eeomeiste complexities
In the community.

The establishment of the North Side YWCA

in 1920* the Cultural Center in 1996* and the Omaha Urban League
in 1928# marked the beginning of constructive interracial effort^
in creating better race relations in the city*

1
j

In 1916 the Negro migrant to Omaha faced an opposition
to his arrival.

The white cltisen saw in him a threat to his

job and racial conflict#

I
1
I

The problem of housing an urban League was solved when
i

the Bell Telephone Company gave the Negro cltisane a building
for sn exfebange Of/one dollar a year.
Louisville Is situated on the northern border of Kentucky#
at the falls of the Ohio* ninety miles south east of the center
of the population of the United States.

It is the largest city

in Kentucky and la the twenty-fifth in population In the United
States#

The first Introduction of Negroes into what is known

as Kentucky began in 177S when the state was part of Virginia*
Slavery continued until the close of the Civil War#
then the first United Census was taken (1790)* If*450
Negroes were in Kentucky* of whom 114 were free colored#

By

1860 this number had increased to 225*485 slaves and 10*634
free Negroes*

I

11®
Almost Immediately following emancipation* the Negress
in Louisville began to make their contributions to the business
and professional life of the community#

In November# 1829* the

First African Baptist Church was organised (now Fifth Street
Baptist Chureh#) After the organisation of the church* several
years later (1920) the Louisville Urban League was organised#
The program and objectives of the Louisville Urban
League are similar to those of the National organisation*
specialising In the areas of Industrial Heist ions and public
relations and community organisation*
In order for the Urban Leo ue to accomplish its alms
in fulfilling its role in the community it must get colored
persons to make use of existing facilities* and if these are
closed tp persons of color* the League must open them*
The Urban League is a social service organisation for
the improvement of living and workin, conditions among Negroes*
and for Increasing cooperation and understanding rela tionshlps
between white and Negro citissue*
Although the efficiency of the League's work is kept
down because of inadequate financial resources* the League
carries on programs in Community Organisation* industrial
relations# vocational guidance and training# welfare wo He#
housing* health* morals and manners#
Several Urban Leagues engage in educational propaganda

mMng

whit, wad Segro eltlssns toward obtaining bettor Jobs,

playground*, housing projecta, schools and other publlo faollltis s.

1X7
The Urban League bases its industrial program on the
assumption that Negro citizens are faced with a new day and
that this day demands selective competition# preparetiou for
new skills* and intelligent screening#
The establishment of Industrial Halations Departments
in the Omaha and Louisville Urban Leagues means in all proba
bility that Negro people will not have to continue to pay the
price In wasted resources and their best talents may be utilised
gainfully.
If democracy was completely realised* Negroes would
constitute no special minority problem* and their work ex
periences would be no more difficult than those of others in
the community#
The documented plan of cooperation between the Louis
ville Urban League and the Department of Economic Security is
beneficial to both organisations as the exchange of information,
methods and techniques will aid the organisations to better
serve minor!ty groups*
Each year one notices Important employment gains made
as a result of work by the Omaha and Louisville Urban Leagues#
Adequate guidance and training is necessary for the economic
adjustment of Negroes#

The Urban League recognises that

depressed conditions among so many Negro families is due to
the fact that they have no training for the better and higher
paying Jobs*
Vocational guidance* a dally activity In the industrial
Halations Departments of the Omaha and Louisville Urban Leagues*
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Is where r.youth and adul te are prepared— those in school and
out of school* those ©c®*loy©d and unemployed} all are given
vocational taste and counseling .for future jobs*
The- broad objective of the housing committee of the
Notional and local Urban Leagues is to improve* expand* and
encourage housing opportunities for the itgre population*

A

study by the Omaha Urban League in 1940 revealed that thepopulation Increased by 10*000 Negroes in 8 year®} during the

»m m period* only 10 new .homes were built for Kegro occupancy*
Fifteen and two tenths per cent of Negro homes should be

condemned*
A slgnlfl cant accomplishment of the Omaha Urban League
took place in 1982 when the Omaha Housing Authority took the
stand that nHogro oitisane living in public houses will no
longer b© stigmatised by being sot apart in separate units*
The housing problem in Louisville Is serious since only
limited districts are available for residential purposes*
Those districts are over crowded*

Fewer than 2Q0 house* have

been built In Louisville for iCegro occupancy during the past

twenty-five year©* .Louievilla has- 34*444 substandard dwelling
unite with Negroes occupying 58*8$ of these units*

Omaha has

18*265 substandard unite with Negroes occupying, only 15*8$ of

these units*
The .Negro community continue© to' suffer poor health*
Hi© majority of Negro deaths are due to (1) respiratory disease©#
(2) syphilids* (3) degenerative diseases* and (4) homicides*
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To bring about bettor health faoilltloo the Louisville

Urban League cooperated with the Southern Regional Council to
implement the passing of bill #477 at the General Assembly#

This bill permits Negroes to (1) enroll In the General Hospital's
nurse training courses, (2) to obtain internships for Negro
physicians in General Hospital#
Hie Omaha Urban League, through its health committee—
which sponsors youth institutes— clrcttfe tea general health
literature# makes health surveya, and makes available health
speakers#
The Urban League has the responsibility of enlisting
community action to overcome intolerable living conditions,
Inadequate public services#

The organisation of sight neigh

borhood clubs 1 ito self-respecting units by the Louisville
Urban League has strengthened the morale of l^egro citizen®.
The work of the neighborhood clubs have resulted in more bus
stops} the installation of traffic controls; the elimination
of so Tie health hasards in the neighborhoods; and securing
sewers and running water for their areas#

A Community Or

ganisation program is now being organised in Omaha#
The entire foundation of the Urban League is based on
a philosophy of race relations and understanding#

Interracial

cooperation Is on# way of evaluating the achievements of the
League#

lb more recent years one notices a greater degree

of understanding between white and llegro people; this is due
partly to the rise of a larger number of liberal white groups
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who are interested In the tpresd of denserstle policies#

The

ergenieed influence of the League's interracial leadership

permits the Urban League to have a close working relation
with the city and state government#
In analysing the major services offered by the Urban
League in terms of objectives of the organisation it is generally
agreed the Urban League has achieved success In the matter of
race raltlona*

Hie precise influences of the League are diff

icult to gauge, since other organizations have also aimed at
Improving race relations#- However, In employment, vocational
guidance, housing, and community organisation, the League tea
played a very Important role*

The League must be credited with

having a significant impact on these increasingly equalltarlaa
conditions#
To meet the challenges of the day, the Urban League m a t
remain what it was originally and has sought consistently to
be< a pioneering agency moving always with the times, but a

step stead of established opinions and practices in developing
programs that influence the present end prepare the way for
the future*
The Urban League's influence has become one of national
recognition*

In 60 cities throughouth the country the League

has welded working teams of Negro and white leaders and employed

professional staff leadership in a sustained effort to open
doors to equal economic opportunity for a hard-pressed Negro
population*

m
Today

are solid work!ng bases In nearly three-score

Important Industrial communities (local Urban hesg ua aitiaa)

serving approximately one-half of the country's urban Megre

population*

the big job In suany Urban League cities la ta

stimulate Negroes to prepare themselves academically and vo

cationally.

She Urban League has definitely played an Important

role In raising the morale of

agrees by attacking problems

which deny oltlsens the right to equal economic opportunities*
Special emphasis la placed upon developing training and careers
for Legr© youth*

However* the League's ultimate phase of its

program has been equal opportunity for work training* equal
opportunity for job placement and elimination of discriminatory

practices from industry and labor#

ft is the Urban League'a

responsibility to steer youth into training courses so that
they may qualify for employment opportunities*

The League must

encourage Megr© leadership to ease inbred suspicions* defensive
ness and cynicism so frequently .characterising racial outlook*
and white leadership must develop more honest cooperation and
less condescension#
In analysing the amjor services of the Urban League
and its objectives* it Is safe to say that it Is important
that the League continues to work with housing officials*
nubile ami private* to asks certain that as more housing be
comes available the needs of the % g r o population will be
recognised and served*

It is also advisable to continue

emphasis upon education* guidance and support for leadership
within the legro community#

lit
It Is reeomm*inded as a portion of the Summary that
emphasis he placed on the following programs!
1) To broaden employment and training opportunities
for ftegreee through inereasad field visits with
business and industrial management and trade union
leadership*
8) Encourage Segro workers to prodmee at
performance levels*

wmlmm

S) Oulde Megro youth toward wise occupational
and eareer ohoiees through voeational guidance
programs*
4) Support programs for better housing*
8) Work to break down barriers to adequate
health and recreational services*
0) Continue community studies and advisory
services to avert dangers of heightened racial
tensions and Conflicts*
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